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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
AT THE MARKET

The city market of today presents for the consumers' choice a bewildering display of fruits and vegetables, many of which are in constant supply the year round, and usually at a price within the reach
of the average customer. It is no longer a novelty to find many
kinds of fresh fruits and vegetables on the markets during the winter
^ The marketing work on fruits and vegetables was a part of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics at the time this publication was first printed in 1933. On July 1, 1939,
Mr. Hill, the author, and the work on which thia publication is based were transferred
to tlie Agricultural Marketing Service.
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Formerly they were available only during the local production season, but now they are shipped out of season from the
production areas in which they are available.
The present-day market with its great variety of products is
largely the result of modern methods of production, handling, grading, and packing, combined with improved transportation facilities
that make it possible to ship to distant markets the most perishable
fruits and vegetables.
There are in addition storage facilities for
the less perishable crops which insure a more even distribution and
a year-round supply.
The fruits and vegetables that have thus moved from the occasional into the regular supply include fresh snap beans and new
cabbage, beets, carrots, turnips, cauliflower, cucumbers, eggplant, lettuce, peppers, peas, spinach, tomatoes, and other fresh vegetables;
and grapes, avocados, strawberries, lemons, pears, apples, oranges,
and other fruits. The supply is augmented by shipments from
Cuba. Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Bermuda, Jamaica, Puerto
Rico, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, and other producing countries.
The sources of supply vary as the seasons change and as local supmonthia.

plies

become available.

With

many

and vegetables to choose from, it
is perplexed by the problem of
If the housekeeper is buying for a family, uppermost in
selection.
her mind are the questions of what to buy, and how to Duy to the
Some of the cash-and-carry stores have emphabest advantage.
sized the price appeal, and have encouraged the housewife to make
is

so

different fruits

not surprising that the buyer

her own selection of the foodstuffs offered for sale. Generally, these
products may be roughly divided into two groups those manufactured or processed, like staple groceries and canned goods, and those

—

sold in the fresh or raw state, like most fruits and vegetables.
Staple groceries are usually sold in the package, because the manufacturers cater to the needs, convenience, and demands of the
consuming public. T^Hien buying such commodities the customer
is usually selectinj^ a more or less standardized product and is aided
in- this selection by the manufacturer's label, which identifies the
product.
Fruit and vegetable growers usually pack their products according to some rather definite standard of size and quality, and in many
instances use a brand name that may indicate a certain grade. Fruit
grov/ers, particularly those who produce citrus fruits and apples,
nave gone far in this direction. But unlike canned goods or packaged groceries^ fresh fruits and vegetables usually do not bear individual or retail labels, although in many instances there is a label
or other mark showing grade, size, etc., on the shipping container.
The brand name is sometimes indelibly marked on the skin of individual citrus fruit, and apples packed in boxes or baskets may have
the brand name printed on the paper wrappers.
For display purposes retailers often remove fresh produce from
the original shipping container or from the individual wrapper.
Thus brand or grade marks are lost to the retail buyer, except in the
case of individually marked citrus fruits and nuts. Sometimes the
display is made by exposing the fruits or vegetables in the original
eontainer, but in such displays the label or other distinguishing mark
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as to variety, brand, size, or grade, is not always readily seen by the
housewife. She is left to make her selection according to her experience, or she is dependent on the advice of the retailer s clerk.

GRADES

Many of the grades under which most fruits and vegetables are
Eacked in producing sections were developed by the United States
department of Agriculture and are known as the United States
grades. The minimum quality requirements for fruits and vegetables are clearly defined in the various grades. It should be understood that since all the Federal fruit and vegetable grades describe
the minimum quality that will be permitted in a grade^ there is a
possibility of a difference in quality between lots of fruits or vegetables of the same grade designation. One grower's product when
packed may just meet the minimum requirement for a certain grade,
whereas another's may be of such size and quality that it will be con-

minimum requirements of the same grade; jet
both lots will be classified as of the same grade. But the commercial
buyer who makes purchases under the United States grades knows
that if he buys fruits or vegetables of the United States No. 1 grade,
or any other grade, his purchases will not be below a certain quality.
The use of the grades promulgated by the United States Department of Agriculture is optional, yet these grades are the basis on
which much of the trading in the wholesale market is done. Tlie
consumer is benefited by their use in the wholesale trade since they
enable the retailer to obtain a supply of each product which is of
nearly uniform quality.
The necessity lor definite grades for perishable produce was first
evident during the World War when the Food Administration under
its licensing system was forced to decide quickly the controversies
that arose between shippers and receivers. Since that time the work
of establishing ^ades has gone steadily forward. There are now
Federal grades in use for 54 different fruits and vegetables as
follows:^ Anise, sweet; apples; apples (cannery); apricots; artichokes; asparagus; beans, faba (fava) and string (wax or green)
beets (bunched) broccoli, Italian sprouting; cabbage; cabbage (for
sauerkraut manufacture) cantaloupes; carrots, bundled and topped;
cauliflower; celery (rough) cherries, red sour (for manufacture) and
sweet; citrus fruits (Florid.a and Texas) corn, green and sweet for
canning; cucumbers (slicing); dewberries and blackberries; eggplant; endive or escarole or chicory; garlic; grapes, American (eastem type), bunch, juice, sawdust pack, and table: grapefruit (California and Arizona); honey dew and honeyball melons; lettuce:
mushrooms; mustard greens; okra; onions, Bermuda, Creole, and
northern grown oranges (California) parsley peaches pears peas
peppers, sweet; pineapples; pineapples (Puerto Eican) plums and
prunes; potatoes; radishes (bunched); raspberries; rhubarb (field
grown) romaine; shallots (bunched) spinach; spinach (cannery)
strawberries; sweetpotatoes tomatoes, cannery, fresh, and for mansiderably above the

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

2 Descriptions of any of these United States standard grades for fruits and vegetables
be had upon request to the Agricultural Marketing Service, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

may
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uf acture of strained tomato products turnips, bunched, greens, and
topped, and rutabagas; and watermelons.
These grades were not developed with the consumer especially
in mind, but a study of them by the customer can give valuable
assistance, especially in the buying of large quantities. The housewife will at least gain an appreciation of quality as defined in the
grades, and learn what defects of fruits and vegetables are considered
serious. Until grades especially adapted to her needs are developed,
the housewife will have to depend on the advice offered her and her
:

own good judgment.
DETERIORATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

The condition of

when it reaches the consumer
harvested, the number of handlings
it has had, the temperature during the marketing period, the length
of time it has been in transit, the length of time it remains in the
retail store, and the extent to whicn natural deterioration has
progressed. Many of the most perishable kinds of fruits and vegeconsiderable time is spent
tables are shipped hundreds of miles.
in transit, but the care and skill with which the commodity is handled
and packed frequently offsets to a great extent the factors of time
depends upon

its

a fruit or vegetable

condition

when

A

and distance.
Great progress has been made in handling and transporting fruits
and vegetables, and increasingly greater care is exercised in preparing them for market, but perishables are frequently offered for sale
in poor condition. Fruits and vegetables usually leave the shipping
point in good condition; but the grower or shipper cannot foresee
what the condition of the commodity will be when it reaches the retailer, who may then have to hold it for a considerable time before
he

sells it to

the consumer.

Poor condition is particularly true of readily perishable fruits
and vegetables such as strawberries, green corn, and tomatoes. Overheating or freezing may occur, or some form of disease may develop
At times the m.ovement from one dealer to another is
in transit.
delayed, and this results in deterioration. In such cases, it is often
necessary to recondition the produce by removing the damaged porFor example, celery, cabbage, lettuce, and
tions and repacking.
cauliflower may arrive on the market with a few of the outer leaves
yellowed, bruised, wilted, or decayed; these leaves are removed,
leaving the remainder of the stalk or head in good condition.
PRICES

Fruits and vegetables are usually lowest in price in any given
market when the nearby supply is most abundant, but this is not
always true. For instance, in some of the eastern markets, peaches
are generally cheaper at the height of the Georgia season than when
the local supply is being sold. The scarcity or abundance of a commodity regulates the price more often than does any other factor,
as dernonstrated by the prices of some fruits or vegetables that may
be scarce on one market and abundant on another. Such conditions
depend largely upon the proximity of the market to producing
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sections, the methods of distribution, and the
the district in which the market is located. If a
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growing season in
housekeeper knows

the approximate shipping season and the origin of the chief shippedin fruits and vegetables found on her market (tables 1 and 2), and
if she has a good general idea of what is produced and the season
of production in the nearby district, she can somewhat accurately
estimate the relative market prices of the products during the various

months.
TAJiLB

-Approximate shipping season of fresh fruits and melons, dy States of

1.

origin

Apples

state

Arizona
Arkansas

Cantaloupes

Sept.-Aug...

June-May., Aug

June- Aug
Jul5'-Sept.

Aug.-Oct....

Illinois

..

Grapes

Grapefruit

Sept.-June..

Sept.-Mar
June-Mar.. _ July-Au'^
]yr ay-June
June-Jan

.

Cranberries

June-May.. May-0ct__. Apr .-July...

Florida
Georgia

Connecticut

Cherries

June-Sept—.
May-Aug
Oct
June-Apr.. July-Aug
Sept.-Apr...

Delaware

^

July
Aug.-Sept.
Sept.-Aug...

June-Aug.
Sept.-Oct.

Indiana
Iowa.

do

Aug.-Nov—
July-Feb

Kentucky

.

.

Louisiana

Sept

Aug.-Sept.

July- AuUg

Sept.

Aug. -Sept...
do

Aug.-Oct.
Aug.-Sept.
Oct

June-Mar

.

July
Sept.-Apr .
June-Apr... July-Sept

Maine
Maryland

Oct

Massachusetts...

Michigan
Minnesota

Sept.-Feb...

Missouri

July-May... Aug.-Sept... July-Aug... Oct.-Nov...
do... Aug.-Oct
June-May. July-Aug

Montana

Aug —Mar

Aug.-Nov.
Aug.-Sept.

Nebraska

Aug.-Oct.

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Carolina....

Nov
Sept.-Mar

June-May..
Aug.-Mar...
June- Aug..
July-June
Aug.-Mar... July-Aug
July-May...
Aug.-Oct_-.
July-May... Aug.-Sept... June-Aug...
do
June-Sept...

Texas
-Utah

-.

Oct.

Aug. -Dec
July-Aug.
Sept.-Oct.

Aug.-Sept.

Sept.-Dec.

Virginia

Wisconsin

Oct.-May... June-July.

Sept.-Apr... Aug.-Sept-. June-July
Sept -Feb
July-June.. do
July-Oct.... June-July..

Sept.-Dec.

do
Aug.-Feb.

Oct.-Dec...

.

Oct
Sept.-Nov.

.

Aug.-Oct__.

Vermont

West

Aug

Sept.-Dec...

Nov

Sept.-Oct.

July-Sept...

Aa^.
Aug.-Oct.

Sept.-Oct

Peaches

State

Alabama

Plums and

Pears

June-Aug

July-Sept

June-Aug

Sept.-dct

Calilornia

May-Oct

June-May

Colorado
Connecticut

Aug.-Oct

Aug.-Nov.

Sept
July-Sept

Sept.-Oct

prunes

Apr.-June
June-July

Arizona

Delaware

Strawberries

May-Sept

Watermelons

June-Sept.

Apr

May-Aug.

Apr.-June

July-Sept.

Apr.-May

May-Oct.
Sept.-Oct.

.

May-June

Aug.-Sept.

the year from California; the heaviest movement is during the summer months.
California and Florida ship oranges throughout the year. Alabama, Arizona, Louisiana, and Mississippi
ship oranges during the fall and early winter, while the Texas shipping season extends from October to
1

Lemons

March,

are shipped

all
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-Approximate shipping season of fresh fruits and melons, ly States of
origin
Continued

—

Plums and

Fionas

jrme-July

Georgia

May-Aug

Idalio
niinois

Aug.-5ept
June-Sepc
July-Oct

InQiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kenructy

'

,

I

|

Aug
Jnly-Aug
July
July-Sept
Sept

Louisiana

Maryland
Massaehusetts

Jnly-Aus

!
\

jcly-Sept
Sepr.-Dec

]

j

June
Sepr.-Oc

-—do
June

Aug.-Xov

'

^lar.-May.
^lay-June.
June-July
do

Aug.-Oct

T

Misassippi

Aus.
Sept.

Apr-May

|

^lay-June..
June-Sept

Sept.-Oci;

Montana
Sept

Sept.-Oet

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

July-SepL_—

Aug.-Sept
Aug.-Oct
Aug.-M.^j

North Carolina

May-Aug.-.

Ohio
Oklahoina
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota

Aus.-Ocr--June--iug
Aug.-Oct- ..
Aug.-Sept
June-Aug-..

Aug.->.ov

Aug

Apr.-2>ray

Tennessee
Texas

July--vag

Sept.-Oct.
July-Oct-.

Apr.-June.

Utah

Aue.-Sept
July-Sept
July-Oct
July-Sept

>.ebraska

June--\ug.
Aug.-Sept.

I

July-Aug

July-Aug

ilissouri

Aug.-Sept.

__.-do

[

June-July

Do.

Mav-June.

Aug.-Oet--

j.ug.-Oc-t

Apr .-Aug.
June-Sept.
July-Sept.
Aug.-Sept.
Aug.-Oct.

May-June

Sepr-Oei;—
do
do
Oct.-Xov_.

j

[MicliigaT]

Dec-May
Apr-May
July.

Aug-Oct-.

^Minnesota

Watermelons

Strawberries

prunes

Sept.

Xevada
July
Aue.-Oct---

June-Sept.
July-Sept.

I

'.,

July-Ang.
Aug.-Sept.

MaT-June

j

-Lug
Sept.-Oct

June-July
Apr.-^Iay,... Juiy--\ug.
,

June-Aug

Tirginia

Washington

West

Virginia-

—

-..

—

j

May-June

•

Aug.-Oct

;

do
do

Sept.-Oct

Aug.-Apr

|

'

'

July-Sept.
Aug.-Sept.

Sept

Sept.-Oct

Aug.-Dec.

-

Sept-

Sept.-Oct.

July-May

Mar.-May-

June-Sept.
Aue.-Sept.
July-Sept.

May-Sept.

-.

June

Aug.-Oct.

--

-Ipr.-Jtine..

July-Sept.
Aus.-Sept.

Jtily-Oct

May- July-

Do.

Sept.-Oct.

June-July.

TArLZ

2.

Appro.iiniate shipping season of fresh vegetaNes,

S:a:e

Aspara^

Pea-, sza?

MaT-June

Alabama—

May-Oct

.

^ff^-i^JV

Colorado
Connecticut

States of origin

C...

C.^^3..

Deo.-June-

D^.-Feb—

i-vIar.-July-.

Mav-JulT..

O.Iar.-Tunej^P3^--Jase— \Sep:.-Apr.
July-Sept... July-Jan

Oct .-Sept.

Oct.-June.

Sept.-June.'

July-Jan

June-Nov_

July-Dec.

-.

'

July
do

Delaware

June

Florida
Georgia

Oct.-June— Dec.-May_. Jan.-Apr
Mar.-May.- Apr.-June.- Feb. -June-

Jan.-Feb

TndlaTia

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucir
T „„^ -,-,„,
LouL^iana

Maine
Maryland

—

-

Sept.-Oct.

Jtme.

Dec-Mar...

Apr .-May-

Jnne-Oct--.

Massachusetts

July

Michigan

Dec.-Jtine.

Nov.

Oct.-Apr-._-[.
Apr.-July... June-July... June-NoY
July-NoT... SeDt.-NoT
Nov
— June->i ov
L
June-July... July
L
July
do
June-July.
TApr.-June- - Mar.-June..l\^r^.^ -r„„„
P-^^r.-June.
Xsept.-Nov..
:.

'

Sent. -Nov.

Aug.-Jan.--

Idaho
Illinois

Ce:..

Uaii.-Feb—

Mar .-July-.

Arizona
Arkansas.Califomia

Caccage

lyy

Oct .-Mar—
June-July
Jan
Aug.-Apr...

July
Sept.-Dec—
Sept.-Feb„

Oct.-Nov.

June-Feb.

July-M

Aug.-Feb—

Sept.-Oct.

Sept.-Oct.

June.

Sept.

Mion^ota..
ippL-

—

--

iMav-June

—

lOct
June-July-

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Hampshire-

New Jersey
New Mexico

June-July
Se?t.-Dec

Oct.

Oct—
May.

May

Nevada
>s'ew

j-Mar.-June.- May-July..

Apr.-June

—

Sept.-Oct-—

j

j

une-Julv
— rMa:;-June-July-Atig..
LSept.-Dec —

June-Sept

JuiV-Dec-

June-Oct.

J

Oct.
iJ

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table

Approximate shipping season of fresh vegetables,

2.

Asparagus

state

Cabbage

Beans, snap

New York

Aug.-Apr... Aug. -July.
Apr.-June.June-July.
Aug.-Oct--.
June-Dec... Sept.-Mar

July-Sept.

[May-July.
lOct.-Nov-

North CarolinaOhio

July

Oklahoma
Oregon

Aug.-Jan.-. Oct.-Dec.
Sept.-Mar..
Mar.-June->Apr.-Juu9Nov.-Feb-_.

Pennsylvania...
-June.
Mar.-May._ [Apr.
i,Sept.-Nov-

South Carolina.

— Continued.

Cauliflower

South Dakota...

Aug.-Dec.

July-Mar.

Sept.-Apr-

Julv-Dec.
July-Oct.

July-Feb.

Sept.-Oct...

Tennessee

fJune-July..
iSept.-Oct.-

May-July...
Oct.-Nov...

Texas

Mar. -May.
\Nov.-Dec..

^Nov.-June..

Nov.-July

Dec.-Mar...

Aug.-Jan
Sept.-Nov..
Apr .-June.

Oct.-Jan.-

Aug.-Nov...

I

Utah
Vermont.
'

May-Nov.

Virginia-

Washington..

West

Celery

May- June..

June
do

Apr.-June-

Carrots

etc.

Apr.-June.- June-July.
July

Virginia-

Wisconsin

Wyoming

,Dec.-Mar. s.
June-Mar...
June-July...
Aug. -Mar—
Sept.-Feb...

Cucumbers

State

Eggplant

•May-Aug.
June-Mar.
Oct.-DecJan

Lettuce

Oct. -Jan.

I'M ay- June.

\Oct.-Nov..
June-Oct --

Sept.-Dec.

Nov.-Dec.

Oct.-Nov.

Onions

Peas, green

Alabama

July.

Apr.-May.
Arkansas

'

California

i

Colorado

1

June-Aug.-_

June-July

May-Dec

Oct .-Sept... Apr .-Mar... Jan -Dec 3
June-Nov-._ Sept.-Apr... June-Sept.

Au*^ -Sept

July-Aug...
/Feb.-June...

Florida

lOct.-Dec—

|0ct.-July-.-

/May-June..

Georgia

\Sept.-Oct... /1

Idaho

Nov.-.A.pr..-

Apr.-May

Mar.-Apr..

May-July. -_

June-Nov...

Sept.-Mar.
Juno-Sept.
July-Apr.. ._

Feb.-Sept—

_

_

Aug.-Apr. -.
July-Mar.. _

do

_

Mar

fJulj^-Sept...

Kansas

1 Jan. -Mar...

Kentucky

June-Sept...

/Apr.-June—

lOct.-Nov... JAug
^
/

Apr .-May -- May-Aug... Apr.
May-June.. July-Aug..
July-Apr

Massachusetts

Aug.-Sept

Aug

IMinnesota
Mississippi

July

June

July and

.4-Ug.-Apr...

Oct.

do
June

Apr.-May

May

Aug.-Sept... June.

July-Oct.-..

Sept.-Oct...
Sept.-Feb...

Dee.-Jan

Oct.-Mar...
Oct

Sept.

Nevada

New

New York
North Dakota
Ohio

Aug.-Oct--June-July—

.„

Oct.-Mar...

.

Oklahoma

Nov.-May-. Aug.-Apr...

Apr.-Aug

June-Oct..-

July

/May-June. }sept.-May.. June-July.
lOct.-Nov...

Oregon
Pennsylvania

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Aug

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

See footnotes at end of table.

June--\ug..-

May-July

July

Apr.-July..-

Oct.-Nov... Jan.-Mar--.

Mar.-May..

July-Aug...
do
Apr.-May.
Oct

Aug

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Aug.-Sept.

/May-June.. >June-Aug.-.
June.
iOct.-Dec...
June-Dec... Aug .-Oct... May.
June-Nov.. July-May... June-Sept.
Apr.-May.. June
Apr.-June.

July-Aug

Jersev

July-Oct..-.

May-June.

Mar.-Sept.- Mar.-Juno.
Aug-.Apr... June-July.
Aug.-Sept...

/Apr.-May..
[Apr.-June.
May-July„. July-Aug... INov.-Dec... jjune-Aug... iOct.-Nov.
May-Nov... July-Mar... June-Aug.
Oct.-Nov
June.

July-Aug

7

Aug. -Mar...
Aug.-Oct... Ncv.-Dec...
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Table

Approx'mate shipping season of fresh vegetaUes,

2.

Peppers

state

Alabama

Sweetpota-

Spinach

Potatoes

— Continued.

Tomatoes

toes

July-June— July

Aor.-July..

.-

etc.

Turnips

Dec —IVTar

June-No v..

Arizona

Nov.-Jan
Nov.-Dee...
/June- Aug... May.
Ijan.-Feb
Mar .-May.. |oct.-May.._ \Oct.-Nov... Nov.-Dec.
/June
{May-Apr.<-. Oct.-May... Aug.-Mar
Apr.-Dec- Nov.-May.
\Sept.-Dec-.Aug.-Oct--. July-June— Maj'-Oct--,
Aug.-Oct-- Oct.-Mar.

fMay-Aug—

Arkan=;a.s

1

California

Colorado
Connecticut

Oct

Delaware.

Sept.-Oct.-

Florida

ISiov.-July..

Georgia

Jime-Dec

Sept .-May.. Sept
June-Apr.-. Nov.-June.-

Feb.

Idaho.——

May-Auo'

May-July... Nov.-May.

do
ll^P.^-'-^Iay..

July-June

}--

Oct.-Nov... July-No v.- /Apr.-May-. joct.-Mar... July-Oct
1 Oct .-Nov...

Illinois

Oct.-Apr....

Iowa
Kansas

Sept.-Oct--

do

July-Mar
June-Mar...

May-Dec- Mar.-Feb-.
Maine
/A u
I

Massachusetts

Minnesota
Mississippi.-

A.ug.-Sept..-

Sept.-Apr... July-Aug...
Sept. -June.. Aug.-Oct-

Apr

TnnP.-Tiilv

Jan.-JApr

Aug.-July—

Maryland

do

Sept. -Jan...

/Oct. and
I May.
Oc<- -Nov
fOct.-Feb.
(June.

Oct

-Nov

Sept.-Jan.

Dec-Apr.
/Sept. -Nov.

1

lApr.-June.

and

fJune-Sept— Apr.-June... VAnp -Jnnp.
--- July-Oct—. June-July.
lOct.-May... Sept.-Dec... J- =\ug.-Oct
Oct.-May.
Oct
Aug.-Oct- —
July-June
Jnly-May.
June-Dec... May-July—
Aug.-May.. May-July... Mar.-May.
g.

Oct.

-

July-Dec...

Aug .-June

Montana

/May-June.. }0ct.-Mar... July-Aug...
Oct.-Nov.
\Oct.-Nov...
(Oct. and
i Mar.

do

Nebraska

Sept.-May- Apr
do

New Jersey

Jan.

.

July-Nov.._ July-Apr.—

/Mar .-Apr..

July-Oct.... July-Apr.
LOct.-Nov... JAug.-May..
Dec-Jan
Dec
Dec-June... Aug.-Oct--.
do
July-June.— June-Oct
Sept
do
Sept. -May.
New York
May-Feb... Jan.-Feb
July-June... July- Aug.Apr.-May.
North Carolina--- June-Oct
Aug.-June
North Dakota
Aug.-Oct. _. July-Apr.-.. Oct. -Nov...
May-Dec... Oct.-Dec.
Ohio
June-Feb... Apr.-May _- Oct.-Apr.... June-July... Nov.-Dec.
Oklahoma
July-June.
July-Aug
..
Oregon
/9ct--Npv...
Ppnrmvlvnnia
Aug.-June
Aug.-Oct-.. Feb.
}

—

LApr.-iviay.- /

Oct
May-Sept... Dec-Apr... July-May...
Aug -Alay

Aug.-Sept...

South Carolina.... June-No V
South Dakota
Sept..
Tennessee
June-July
Texas

July-May

Utah
Vprmnnt

May-July—

Aug.-Oct- _-

Sept.-Mav

Nov.-Dec.

fJune-Sept.s.
Aug.-Nov— \Oct.-Apr-..JNov.-May.- Aug.-May.. June-Aug—

Washington.

Aug.-Sept

West Vireinia

Nov.-June.

June-Nov— Apr.-May. Aug.-July... June-Aug... Sept.-Nov.
.--Aug...
Mar .-Feb.. Nov.-Apr... Aug.-May.. /Apr
\Sepr.-Jan... JDec-Mar.

July-June...

/Mar.-May..

June-Sept.— July-June.

\

\Sept.-Dec-.- /

Oct

July-Jan
Aug.-July

June-Sept.

July-Aug... Nov.
Aug.-Jan.
::::::::::::::

1

J

*

Imperial Valley. January to May.
Southern district, April to March.

Imperial Valley,

November

to April.

*

'

•

Southern district, April to March.
Other Virginia, July to October.
Other Virginia, June to December.

Intelligent and efficient buying of fruits and vegetables is thus
aided considerably by a knowledge of market supply and demand.
This information, together with the prevailing daily prices, is generally to be found in the daily newspapers and is broadcast by many
of the commercial radio stations. These agencies usually obtain
their information from the market news service of the United States
Department of Agriculture through which all concerned may learn
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conditions, not onlv in their immediate locality, but in all markets
throughout the United States. It was primarily designed as an aid
to the producer, but as it has expanded and become an important
the marketing of fresh fruits and vegetables it has come
factor
equally within the reacli of the average city buyer. It enables the
the light of actual market
grower and the buyer to do business
conditions.
The prices quoted by the market news service represent those paid
to the original receivers for large lots, that is, city market prices paid
on large lots and based on the bulk of sales. They do not cover
sales in small quantities. The housewife who consults these Government reports should remember that the produce passes through several hands before reaching her, and each transaction increases the
But a study of the market reports will at least inform the
cost.
housewife regarding the trend of the market and the available supplies, and will give her some idea of what the retail price may be.
Experience gained in buying after such study of the current market
prices, will probably indicate that it is more economical to trade
where the advantage of such price change is given. But it should
not be overlooked that low prices are not always indicative of poor
quality, and high prices cannot be relied upon as an indication of
desirable quality.

m

m

PRODUCER TO CONSUMER

Over United States railroads and important boat lines more than
a million carloads of fresh fruits and vegetables move annually on
their journey from the producers to the consumers.
To this total
must be added the volmne of produce which makes the entire journey by motor truck. From several local studies made by the Department of Agriculture this volume may be estimated as roughly
equivalent to between 150,000 to 200,000 carloads. Then, too, there
are the supplies received from sources outside the continental United
States which, for New York City alone, in 1930 equaled approximately 88,000 carloads.
The channels of trade through which this vast supply of fruits
and vegetables pass before reaching the consumers are varied. In
some instances, the commodity must pass through more hands than
The least possible handling occurs when direct producerin others.
to-consumer sales are made. Usually the grower located in a nearby
locality makes this type of sale in one oi three or four ways: By
selling from a wayside stand, by selling from a stand or truck in a
municipal or farmers' market, by peddling from door to door, or by
selling to consumers in the field or orchard.

The next simplest form of merchandising is seen when the grower
located within trucking distance of a market carries his produce
direct to retailers, hotels, restaurants, or institutions. He may also
sell to a wholesaler, or he may entrust his product to a commission
merchant, thus increasing the number cf hands through which it
must pass. During recent je&ra itinerant truckmen have been buying from the producer in his field or orchard and selling to retailers
or consumers.
Produce from the growers who are located far from markets
usually passes through a greater number of hands than does that of
428954"

—41
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the growers
to

may

who

are located in nearby districts. It is impracticable
many trade channels but one illustration
be suggestive.
A TYPICAL ILLUSTRATION

attempt

to describe the

A

typical illustration of the general methods of handling and of
the channels through which most fruits and vegetables from a
distance reach the consumers is found in the marketing of lettuce
grown in the far Southwest and destined for consumption in some

Eastern market.

As

harvested, lettuce is usually hauled to a central packing
it is prepared for market by being trimmed and graded,
and packed in crates lined with heavy parchment paper. Crushed
ice is placed between every two layers of lettuce.
By retaining the
moisture from the slowly melting ice, the paper keeps the lettuce
fresh and crisp.
The packed crates are then loaded into refrigerator cars, and
chunks of ice are scattered over the top layer of crates in the car.
In addition, the ice compartments or bunkers in the refrigerator car
are often kept filled with ice from the time the car is loaded until
it reaches its destination.
The packing house may be owned and operated by the grower or
the shipper, or it may be a commercial packing plant operated by
individuals who charge the grower a stated price per crate packed.
This charge includes crates, paper, crushed ice put in the crates,
and all labor used in the packing house and in loading the crates in
ihe refrigerator cars for shipment.
For purpose of illustration, assume that the local shipper sells
the car at the shipping point to a local buyer representing a car-lot
wholesaler in a receiving market, and the car is shipped East. After
In
a period of 7, 8, or even 10 days, it arrives at its destination.
the meantime, the market price has dropped, and the purchaser
decides after examination that he can sell the car to better advantage
The car is again shipped and arrives at its
in another market.
final destination a day or two later. It is again sold to a wholesaler
or jobber. The car is unloaded, and the lettuce is hauled to the
warehouse or store of the wholesaler or jobber, where sample crates
are opened for display.
Here the retailer makes his purchases,
selecting them to satisfy the particular demands of his patrons.
It is not an uncommon practice for the jobber or wholesaler to
deliver to the retailer, but many retailers haul their own purchases.
It may take several days for the jobber to sell the carload, and it
may be several days before all the lettuce that the retailer has
it is

house where

purchased is bought by consumers.
In this hypothetical case the lettuce

moved

is

handled or physically

or transported 11 times as follows

(1) It was cut and thrown into field boxes or crates, and the laborer is
usually paid a certain price per crate for tliis service.
(2) It was probably hauled by motor truclf from the field to the packing
In large commercial operations this is usually done by a professional
shed.
trucli operator who maizes a certain charge per crate for this service.
(8) In the packing house there are necessarily a number of separate han
dllngs of each head, which may include
{a) Dumping the field crates into large bins.
(5) Transferring from the bin to the trimming table.
(o) Trimming of all heads and the rejection of culU-

U
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{d) Grading and packing in the crates with crushed ice between the layers.
(0) Lidding and stacliing the crates.
If) Truclting into the car.
ig) Stacking, stripping, and bracing the crates in the car, followed by
placing ice over the top layer, known as top-icing.
Each of these processes in a large packing house is performed by different
employees, but the entire operation is necessarily covered by a single packingbouse charge per crate loaded.
certificate
(4) If this lettuce were sold by the local shipper as "U.S. No. 1
attached to bill of lading ", it would be necessary for him to obtain an official
For this purinspection of the packed lettuce actually loaded into the car.
pose sample crates would be taken at random usually as they were trucked
into the car; they would be opened and examined critically, head by head,
until the percentage of U.S. No. 1 and the percentage of defective heads had
been determined. This does not involve the rehandling of all the lettuce, but
it is a separate commercial operation, usually involving a charge or fee of
$5 per carload.
(5) The railroad then hauled the lettuce to its first destination, the bunkers
There is a charge for
being refilled with ice periodically along the way.
freight and a separate additional charge for refrigeration,
(6) Its purchaser opened the car and made an inspection of the contents
generally, similar to the examination made by the Government Inspector at
the shipping point. He may even have employed a Government inspector for
this would involve a fee for this work in the terminal market
this purpose
of $4 per car.
(7) The car then moved to its second destination, and since this involved
a 2-day haul there may be an additional freight and refrigeration charge.
(8) This time the car is unloaded and the lettuce is hauled to the warehouse
or store of the buyer. This unloading and trucking service is usually covered
by a separate charge per crate or per car.
(9) Sales are now made to retailers who may haul away their own purchases or may hire the goods delivered by commercial truckmen.
In any
event there is involved here a selling and a delivery charge or expense which
among
things
must include
other
its share of the rent and overhead expenses
of the wholesale house.
The
crates
of
lettuce
were
unloaded at the retail establishment, opened,
(10)
emptied, and displayed, crate by crate, as sales of individual heads were
made to consumers. TTiis necessitated several handlings in the retail store
and may have involved additional trimming and waste. In a cash-and-carry
store the accumulation of services, charges, and expenses end at this point, but

—

;

we may have
(11) Delivery service and the
are really additional and special
rectly or indirectly. They involve
clerical labor, although they do
of the lettuce.

extension of credit by the retailer, which
services for which consumers must pay diadditional business processes and additional
not necessarily involve physical handlings

The marketing process here described involves 11 steps; it appears
that there were first and last six owners of each head of lettuce The
grower ( ) who owned the lettuce until it was sold to the local shipper (2), who in turn sold it to a local buyer or agent (3) representing
a distant wholesaler. This wholesaler eventually resold it to a different wholesaler or jobber (4) in the city to which he diverted it
from his own market, who thus became the fourth owner. This
merchant sold to various retailers (6), after which each head of
lettuce was sold to a consumer (6).
In many transactions there are even more changes in ownership.
The number of changes does not necessarily affect the final price of
any individual carload, crate, or head of lettuce, for in the end the
car which has been bought and sold most frequently must be sold in
competition with the car which is shipped directly by the grower to
the commission merchant in the market who selfs it directly to the
retailer. In that ca&e there are only two owners, the grower and the
:
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but in making his purchases from the commission merchant
or wholesaler, the retailer has no means of knowing which lettuce is
still the property of the grower and which has been bought and sold
five or six times.
They both may have been harvested on the same
day from the same field, may be of the same Quality, and may be
worth in every respect exa<;tly the same price to nim.
large number of handlings simply means that the losses or profits are divided
among many agencies instead of a few.
retailer,

A

AT THE BETAILEB's STOKE

The retailer is called upon for many tj^es of service. Consumers
want to choose from a large variety of sizes and qualities, and they
want a constant fresh supply. They patronize a store in a convenient location, which usually means that it pays a high rentaL
They often seek credit, the delivery of their purchases, and prompt
service even in rush periods.
The retailer must have an adequate
and efficient sales force. He is constantly faced with the hability of
loss from wastage and spoilage of perishable commodities.
A considerable portion of the price paid by the consumer of fruits and
vegetables goes to maintain the required services and to take care of
the risks that naturally accompany a retail business.
wide spread or difference between the price paid by the consumer and that received by the grower seems to be inevitable when
consideration is given to the services packing, loading, freight and
refrigeration, hauling, commission, reconditioning, retailing, etc.
all
incident to the movement of produce from the producers to the consumers and all of which is finally paid for by the consumers unless
someone works for nothing or sells for less than he paid.
"V^lien making a selection from a display of fruits and vegetables
the housewife subconsciously asks What is best ?
She would like
to choose according to her personal preference, but personal preference is often subordinated to price. Buying: on personal inspection
is profitable to the discriminating buyer. T[f one is familiar with
the factors that afiect eating quality and those that affect appearance
only, selections can often be made which not only suit the personal
preference but also prove to be economical. Generally speaking, the
excessive waste in preparation, and the inferior quality of wilted,
decayed, immature, or overripe products are such as to make the best
quahty the least expensive in the end.
The selection of fruits and vegetables in good condition and of
desirable flavor merely by casual examination as they are displayed
for sale is in many cases a job for an expert. There is no set rule.
Experience is the most reliable guide. There are, however, certain
details which, if observed, may aid the housewife in learning to judge
the real value of fruits and vegetables.

A

—

—

:

GENERAL

fflNTS

WELL WORTH FOLLOWING

—

Make your own selection of pejnshahles. Personal inspection and
selection of fruits and vegetables for the purposes in mind tend to
greater satisfaction and economy.
Do not handle finite and veoetahl-es unnecessarily. Rough handling of fruits and vegetables wnen buying causes spoilage, for which

—
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the consumers ultimately pay, because the retailer must sell at a
price that is high enough to cover such loss. If it is necessary to
handle a fruit or vegetable to learn its quality or condition, the
handling should be done in such a way that the specimen will not
be injured.
Remember the largest is not always the best. Large-sized fruits
and vegetables are not always of the best quality nor are they always
economical to buy. To pick out the largest apples, for instance, is
not always wise. They may appear to be bargains, but they may
be entirely unsuited for the purpose for which they are used.
Avoid commodities that show decay, It is preferable to avoid
commodities that show decay, particularly if they are not intended
for immediate consumption. It may sometimes be desirable to buy
such stock if it does not appear too wasty; usually slightly decayed
stock can be bought at a low price, but the purchase may not prove
to be cheap if the waste offsets t?he reduction in price.
Do not buy merely because the price is low. It seldom pays to
buy perishables just because the price is extremely low unless one's
judgment of quality and condition can be relied upon. " Bargains "
are sometimes offered, but it is well to find out wny they are called
bargains. If the prices are low because of an overabundance of
the commodity it is possible that the quality offered at the low price
constitutes a bargain.
Consider the fruits and vegetables that are in season in the nearest
production area. Fruits and vegetables that are locally grown are
usually comparatively low in price. At that time there is generally
an abundant supply from the nearby producing centers which is
frequently increased by shipments from more distant producing
points.
But in some instances and in some places, as witn peaches
and strawberries in the East, the price may not be lowest at this time.
knowledge of what is produced in the nearest growing area and
when it is in abundance aids in estimating what may be expected
in market prices.
Such knowledge is especially useful when planning to can or preserve certain commodities.
See that containers hold full measure. Small fruits and sometimes
small vegetables are sold by measure in certain types of containers.
Frequently these containers are repacked, sometimes so loosely that
the container does not hold the quantity it should.
Containers are
often faced or plated with the best specimens in order to present
a good appearance to the purchaser, although the condition of the
commodity as a whole may be poor. Watch for full measure and
see that the stock is good throughout.
Study the markets. Information regarding the current market
prices and the available supply in the larger cities can readily be
obtained through the daily market column found in the newspapers
and through the daily market news broadcast over the radio.
knowledge of the supply and prices should aid the housewife in
securing value for the money she spends.
Distinguish between blemishes that affect appearance and those
that affect eating quality. Usually higher grades of fresh fruits and
vegetables are free or practically free rrom blemishes, but the
blemishes may be present to a greater or less extent on those of lower
grade. Sooty, blotched, or lyspecked apples; dirty potatoes or

—

—

—

—
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—

—
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those with growth cracks; cabbage with a few of the outer leaves
yellowed or spotted, are typical examples of the many forms of surface blemish.
Such blemishes can usually be removed in the normaJ
preparation for use.

HINTS ON BUYING FRUITS
Aside from the price, the average consumer's choice of any particukind of fruit is influenced by appearance and quality. In many
respects, appearance and quality are closely associated, and many
think that fine appearance always signifies fine quality. This is not
always true. Often a fruit with a very attractive appearance may
have poor quality because of a varietal characteristic or because of
some internal condition such as overmaturity. It is likewise true
that a fruit with a very poor appearance caused by surface blemishes
may have very fine eating quality. Appearance, therefore, does
not always signify quality.
lar

APPLES

There are many commerical varieties of apples, each variety
being better suited for certain purposes than for others. A few
varieties are excellent for baking; others are good for dessert oi
for general culinary purposes.
Apples for dessert should be of medium size and of good color
Tart or slightly acid fruit is best for general
for the variety.
cooking purposes, and varieties like Rome Beauty and Rhode Island
Greening are excellent for baking.
Medium-sized apples packing 113 to 138 to the box or measurin^z
2^/^ to i2% inches in diameter are most desirable for general use;
those that pack 96-88, or fewer, to the box are the best sizes for
baking.

Whether the apples are packed in boxes
amount of blemish depends upon

or barrels, the degree
the requirements of the
grade under which the apples are packed. Boxes are marked to
Most
indicate the grade, variety, and number of apples they contain.
of the boxed apples come from the Western States, but some are
packed in the East.
Western boxed apples are packed either as Extra Fancy, Fancy,
The quanor C grade, or as a combination of any of these grades.
tity of C grade fruit, which is the poorest of the three grades, is
small in proportion to the other two grades. Most of it is sold in
A relatively small
the markets west of the Mississippi River.
quantity reaches the eastern markets.
Apples from States east of the Rocky Mountains are usually
packed in barrels and baskets and are mostly graded on the basis
They usually vary in size in the
of the United States grades.
individual container to a greater degree than do those packed in
boxes.
Barrels and baskets are marked to show the grade^ the varietv.
and the diameter of the sm^allest apples they contain, as " U.S.
No. 1 Baldwin, 2i/4 inches minimum diameter."
Apples are sold by the unit, by weight, or by original container.
Selling by measure is still practiced in some sections, but is being

of color and
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rapidly displaced by the more satisfactory method of selling by
weight.
A^pples keep longer than do most fruits, and for this reason may
well be bought in quantity and kept for future use. Some varieties

have better keeping qualities than others, and each is in its prime at
When purchasing in quantity, it is
a certain season of the year.
well to keep this in mind. It is not unusual for a housewife who is
unfamiliar with varieties to buy apples that are unsuited to her
purpose. It would be profitable for the housewife to be able to
identify a few of the important commercial varieties, and to know
their characteristic qualities.
If she is unfamiliar with varieties, it
is well to sample before buying in quantity.
Table 3 presents some of the common commercial varieties, with
descriptions and indications of their main market seasons and ths
uses to which they are best adapted.
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The market supply of apples comes from many distant States as
from nearby districts. The largest shipments are made from

well as

Washington,

New

York, Virginia, Idaho, California, and Oregon.
is the only California apple found generally
throughout eastern markets. It is a late-summer and early-fall

The Gravenstein
apple.

QUALITT

Firm apples of good color and flavor are desirable. Flavor is
a varietal characteristic which is influenced by the stage of maturity
at which the fruit was picked and the conditions under which it
was kept, but apples that are well colored for the variety usually
have the full flavor of that particular variety well developed.
Immature apples often lack color, are usually poor in flavor, and
sometimes have a shriveled appearance after having been in storage.
Overripe apples yield to slight pressure, and the flesh is often soft
and mealy and lacking in flavor. The larger apples are more likely
to be overripe than are the small or medium-sized fruits, particularly
toward the end of the late-apple season.
From the middle of December to the end of the season, apples that
have a brown-tinted irregular area on the surface are found on
the market. This defect is known as " scald " a storage and transportation disease caused by gases given off by the apples themselves.
It is more prevalent on green than on highly colored apples.
In mild cases scald merely causes a brown tinting of the skin, the
quality of the fruit being but slightly affected.
In severe cases,
the affected area of the skin is dark brown in color, and decay may be
evident.
The quality of the fruit is seriously affected and is
undesirable.
Scald is less likely to be found on boxed apples that are wrapped
plain paper. Apples
in oiled paper than on such apples wrapped
packed in baskets or barrels with shredded oiled paper as a packing
material are less likely to be affected than those not so packed. The
oil in the paper absorbs the gases given off by the apples and thus
reduces and in most cases prevents damage by scald.
Sometimes the flesh of apples is mealy or brown; this condition
Such apples are usually wasty
is known as internal break- down.
and should be avoided. This condition is not always apparent on
the surface, but the soft mealy condition of the flesh causes it to yield
Internal break-down may be due to various causes
to pressure.
overripeness, delay in placing in storage, holding too long in storage or unfavorable storage conditions, etc. Summer and fall varieties are more or less susceptible to this defect, particularly at the end
of their seasons.
Apples that have been slightly frozen and have received no other
injury will usually recover their healthy condition. Their qualities
as food are not affected, but their keeping qualities are somewhat

—

m

impaired.
Wlien apples have been severely injured by freezing or bruising
the skin appears brown and water-soaked and is often tough and
leathery because of the thick layer of flesh adhering to it. The flesh
is brown at point of injury and may be either drv and mealy, or
watery and mushy, depending on the severity of the injury.
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Severely frozen apples do not recover their earlier healthy condition; they continue to deteriorate, and in addition they are very
susceptible to decay organisms.
There are other defects, such as decay and insect and mechanical
injuries, that affect the quality of apples in varying degrees. Most
of the apples now offered for sale are packed to comply with either
a Federal or State grade. For this reason, it is somewhat unusual to
find commercially packed apples that are seriously defective offered
for sale, with the exception oi the defects which may be the result of
natural deterioration. In buying, selection should be based on the
intended use and the amount of waste involved in their preparation
for that use.

APRICOTS

Usually apricots are picked when slightly immature in order

may

reach the market in good condition.
and best flavor are found only in fruits that
have ripened on the tree. Because of their extreme perishability,
such fruits are difficult to ship. They are found usually only in
markets adjacent to the district in which they are grown.
Apricots are in season the country over during June, July, and
August. They are shipped mainly from California, Oregon, and
that they

The

finest quality

Washington.
Generally the numerical count or minimum diameter of the fruit
marked on the package. Usually when the 4:-basket crate is used,
it is marked to indicate the number of rows of fruit each way in the
basket, as 4^, 4:-5, 5-5, 5-6, 6-6. There are rarely more than three
layers of fruit in the basket,
is

QUALITY

Well-matured apricots are plump, fairly firm, and a uniformly
The flesh is juicy. Usually such fruits are
of good flavor.
golden -yellowish color.

Immature

apricots are usually greenish yellow in color, the flesh
firm to hard and by the time they get to market more or less
shriveling is evident- The typical apricot flavor is lacking.
Apricots are very perishable. Fruits that have been bruised or
injured deteriorate so quickly that they should be avoided by the
housewife. The beginning of decay is usually indicated by softness
verging almost to mushiness and a dull, practically dead appearance.
Sometimes a shrunken or shriveled condition is evident. The flavor
of such fruit is likely to be somewhat insipid.
is

AVOCADOS OR ALLIGATOR PEARS

The avocado

is

known

as " the salad fruit of the tropics."

It

marketed to a considerable extent under the trade names of
Flavocado and Calavo, the former being a contraction of Florida
avocado and the latter a contraction of California avocado.
Avocados vary greatly in shape, size, color, and appearance. The
shape may vary from spherical to pear or bottle shape. In size they
may range from 5 to o ounces to 2 or 3 pounds. The skin may be
almost paper thin and relatively smooth, or it may be thick and
is
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In color the
it may be leathery, rough, and shell-like.
may vary from green to a dark mahogany or almost black.

smooth, or
fruits

No

constant relation has been found between color and flavor or
between color and texture of flesh.
The relativelj smooth, thin-skinned sorts are more attractive, but
the rougher thicker-skinned sorts are as desirable so far as quality

and flavor of the flesh are concerned.
Avocados are ready for eating when the

flesh is as soft as a
ripe pear. The flesh should not be so soft as to be mushy or discolored; this condition can be detected by a gentle pressure of the
hand. The thin-skinned sorts yield readily when ready for eating,
whereas the thick-skinned fruits yield only slightly.
The softening of firm avocados may be hastened by keeping the
fruit for 2 or 3 days in a warm humid place.
Softening may be
retarded by keeping the fruit in a cool dry place at a temperature
not below 42° F. Exposed to the average summer temperature, firm
avocados will soften in 4 to 5 days.
California and Florida are the main sources of supply, supplemental shipments being received from Cuba and the West Indies.
The season extends practically throughout the year, but the fruits are
most plentiful during the fall and winter.

QUAUTT

Heavy, medium-sized avocados which have a bright fresh appearance and which are fairly firm or are just beginning to soften,
"
usually are the most desirable. After a little practice the " feel
of the fruit will indicate this condition. The texture of the flesh
should be soft, buttery, or marrowlike; such fruit usually has a
high oil content and a rich, delicate, nutlike flavor. Avocados that
do not have a buttery smoothness of the flesh may have a flat watery
taste.

Avocados that have all the characteristics of quality except softness may well be bought and laid aside until they become soft enough
for use.
Avocados are easily bruised and injured. Bruising not only mars
the appearance of the fruit but also affects the quality of the flesh.
Bruised fruit should be avoided.
The appearance of avocados is sometimes marred by a light-brown
irregular marking known as scab. This is a superficial defect of the
skin and does not affect the quality of the flesh.
Decay can be detected by dark sunken spots, which sometimes
merge to form irregular patches the surfaces of which are deeply
cracked or broken. The flesh beneath these spots may be decayed.
Avocados that have had the skin broken or punctured should be
carefully examined since such injuries provide ready entrance for
decay organisms and the flesh beneath the injury may be affected.
BANANAS

Bananas are one of the few fruits that reach their best quality
and flavor after being harvested in the green state. If allowed to
ripen on the plant, the fruit is iBsipid and of poor Havor.
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For immediate consumption full-ripe fruit should be bought; fullripe bananas are frequently cheaper than those in the partly ripe
or yellow-ripe stage.
For use over a period of a few days or for cooking purposes, the
partly ripe or yellow-ripe fruit should be purchased. If the fruit
IS kept at a warm room temperature, ripening will proceed.
banana is said to be " full " when the individual fruit is plump
or well-developed ; a banana is said to be " thin " when it is poorly

A

developed.
QUAJLITT

ripeness is indicated by the color of the skin. The
of a green color when shipped to market, where it is ripened
in storage rooms, and takes on a yellow or red color depending upon
Good eating quality is indicated when the solid red or
variety.
yellow color of the banana is tinted with brown and flecked with small
brown specks. At this stage, the flesh is mellow and the flavor fully
developed. Bananas with tips still green or those which are of a
solid yellow or red color from stem to tip have not developed their
full quality for eating, but they are good for cooking.
plump, well-filled -out banana is likely to have been somewhat
more mature when removed from the plant, and consequently, is
likely to be of higher quality.
There are several commercial varieties of bananas differing in
minor characteristics, but from the consumer's viewpoint there are

With bananas,

fruit

is

A

—

but two kinds yellow and red. The red banana, although of fine
quality and flavor, is not so popular as the yellow fruit.
Poor condition is indicated b}^ a badly discolored skin and a soft,
mushy, sometimes discolored flesh. In some instances, the skin may
be entirely brown or almost blackened, and yet the flesh may still be
in prime eating condition if it is fairly firm and not discolored.
Bruised fruit is not desirable; it is wasty and will keep for only
Bruises are indicated by dark or blackened areas
a short time.
of the skin.
Decay is often indicated by the presence of mold on the darkened
skins.

Bananas that have become too cold will not ripen properly, will
not develop the bright yellow color of prime fruit, and will usually
be of poor flavor.
BLACKBERRIES, DEWBERRIES, LOGANBERRIES, AND RASPBERRIES
QUALITY

Quality in this group of fruits is indicated by a bright, clean,
fresh appearance combined with a solid full color and a plumpness
of the individual berry. Good berries should be free from dirt,
trash, moisture, and adhering caps.
Overripe berries usually are very dull in color, are soft, and
sometimes leaky. Such fruit is wasty and is not always desirable.
Natural break-down, decay, bruising, and crushing, may cause
berries to be soft and leaky.
Wet or leaky berries should be avoided.
leaky condition is
indicated by stained containers and by the general appearance of

A
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the fruit. Sometimes the stains on the containers are plainly evident, but at other times they are not seen until the container is
tilt-ed so that the side is exposed.
Lealrv, soft, or damaged berries
are not always seen in a casual examination for they may be at
the bottom or in the center of the container.
Decay can be easily detected by the presence of molds on the
surface of the berries.
Berries with the caps attached may be immature. Usually caps
adhere firmly to immature fruits but not to mature fruit.
berry that has a number of cells or drupelets that are green or
off-color when the rest are of the normal ripe color will not have
as good flavor as one the cells of which are all the normal ripe color.

A

BLUEBERRIES AND HUCKLEBERRIES
QUALTTT

Blueberries and huckleberries that are plump, of fresh appearance, clean, dry, and free from leaves and trash, and fairly uniform
in size and of a de^p, full, color throughout the lot, are usually of
good quality.
Kipeness is indicated by the color which may be blue, black,
bluish-black, or purplish. The berries may be covered with more or
less bloom depending on the variety.
Generally the distinction
between blueberries and huckleberries is on the basis of the seed.
Blueberries have small inconspicuous seeds and huckleberries have
very prominent seeds which make them less desirable for con-

sumption.

Decay is usually indicated by the presence of molds.
Freedom from moisture is essential to good-quality berries. Moisture may be caused by natural break-down, decay, or some form of
mechanical injury. It should be looked for carefully.
Overripe fruit ha-s a dull, lifeless appearance and is often soft
and watery. Berries held long after picking have a similar appearance and

may

be more or less shriveled.
CHERRIES

Sweet cherries are grown mostly in the TTestern States, but they
The important
are grown to some extent in the Eastern States.
Xapoleon (Royal Ann)
(light fleshed)
varieties are
(dark
fleshed) Black Tartarian, Bing, Republican, Lambert, Windsor, and
:

,

Schmidt,

Sour cherries are produced mostly in the Eastern and Great Lake
The important varieties are Montmorency. English Morello,
and Early Richmond.
Sweet cherries are used primarily for eating fresh while sour
States.

:

cherries are used primarily for culinary purposes, including sauce
and pie making.

The season extends from May through August.
QUAUTT

Good

quality in cherries

plumpness,

and good

is

color.

indicated by bright fresh appearance,

Well-matured cherries

are

plump,
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juicy,
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and they usually

flavor.

cherries are usually smaller than the average ripe cherfound in the container. They are usually hard a.nd of poor
color; they lack juice and are likely to be very acid.
Overmature or stale fruits are generally soft and of a dull appear-

Immature

ries

They may be more or

ance.

Such

fruit is

should be

made

for

less shriveled,

may prove to
worm injury.

wasty and

and they may be leaky.

be costly.

A close examination

Decay in the form of small, brown, circular spots is sometimes
found wherever possible it should be avoided. Decay or other damage is often indicated by damp, stained, and leaky boxes.
Cherries that have been bruised or otherwise mechanically injured
are not desirable. The quality may be affected through molds which
;

develop readily at the point of injury.
CRANBERRIES
Cranberries vary in size and color according to the variety. They
are rarely sold to the consumer under variety name. The most
common on the markets are the rather large bright-red fruit and the
small darker kinds which are somewhat sweeter.
Cranberries are generally sold by weight. They are on the market
from fall until the end of the winter.

QUAUTT

A

fresh

plump appearance, combined with high luster and firmgood quality in cranberries. Poor quality and condi-

ness, indicates

is indicat-ed by shriveling, dull appearance, and softness.
Kegardless of how sound the cranberries may be, they will show
more or less moisture shortly after removal from cold storage. Such
dampness does not indicate poor quality and soon disappears, but
cranberries that show moisture caused by injury or damage are
usually sticky, leathery, or tough, and the flesh may be discolored.

tion

FIGS (FRESH)

Figs are produced mainly in California, the Southeastern States,
Because of their highly perishable nature, only a small
percentage of those produced are shipped fresh.
Important varieties grown in the Southeastern States are: Brown
Turkey, Brunswick, Celeste, and Magnolia. Lob Inger, Kadota,
Mission, and Adriatic are the important varieties grown in California.

and Texas.

QUALITY

A

Fresh

figs must be fully ripe to be of good quality.
ripe fig
fairly soft or soft to the touch, and will vary in color from a greenish jellow to purplish or almost a black, depending on variety.
Varieties vary in size; therefore size cannot be used as a means of
is

judging the maturity.
Ripe figs sour and begin to ferment quickly, and fermentation
proceeds rapidly.
A characteristic odor is noticeable when fig^
begin to sour.
428954°
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Bruised or mechanically injured fruit should be avoided, for such
down very quickly.

fruit breaks

GRAPEFRUIT

Grapefruit is received on the markets from Florida, Texas, CaliArizona, Puerto Rico, and Cuba, including the Isle of

fornia,
Pines.

One

of the most important varieties is Marsh (Marsh Seedless)
practically a seedless fruit.
Grapefruit often has a discolored appearance caused by the normal
yellow color being overcast by a reddish-brown or red dish -yellow
color.
Such discoloration is known as " russeting."
Grapefruit is called " bright " when the surface of the fruit
shows very little russeting, and " russet " when most of the surface
of the fruit shows considerable russeting.
The choice between fruits showing varying amounts of russeting is a matter of personal preference. In most markets the russets
are cheaper, but a few markets pay a premium for such fruit.
Russeting does not affect the flavor.

which

is

QUALITY

Grapefruits of good quality are firm, but springy to the touch;
not sott, wilted, or flabby. They are well-shaped, and heavy for their
Fruits heavy for their size are usually thin-skinned and consize.
tain more juice than those that have a coarse skin or are puffy or
spongy.
Generally speaking, most of the defects found on the grapefruit in
the markets (such as scale, scars, thorn scratches, and discoloration) are minor in nature; they affect appearance only and not
eating quality.
Decay is sometimes evident and should be avoided since it usually
Decay
affects the flavor, making the taste flat and somewhat bitter.
sometimes appears as a soft discolored area on the peel at the stem
end or " button " of the fruit or it may appear in the form of a
water-soaked area, much of the natural yellow color within the area
being lost, and the peel being so soft and tender that it breaks
easily on pressure of the finger.
Sometim.es a fruit is somewhat pointed at the stem end; it is
likely to be thick-skinned particularly if the skin is rough, ridged,
or wrinkled. Judgment in selecting this kind of fruit should be
based on weight for size.
GRAPES
;

Grapes usually found in the market are of two very distinct
types- the American, grown mainly in the Eastern and Central
States, and the European or vinifera, grown chiefly in California.
The muscadine type is grown in the South Atlantic and Gulf

—

is not snipped to any extent.
Western grapes usually have a higher sugar and
and in many cases are larger than the eastern type.

States but

solids content,

The

skin

and

pulp of the western type do not separate, but the seeds separate
readily from the pulp. Some varieties of western grapes were

k
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planted for table use and others for juice. The more popular
of western table grapes are: Flame Tokay, Malaga,
Emperor, Cornichon, and Sultanma (Thompson Seedless).
The western grapes are shipped largely from California.
Eastern grapes are sold indiscriminately for both table and juice
purppses. The eastern type is shipped from many sources, but the
largest supplies are received from New York, Michigan, and Pennvarieties

sylvania.

The most common

varieties are Concord,

Early, Worden, Niagara, and Delaware.
extensively for juice purposes.

Catawba, Moore
is used most

The Concord

QUALITY

To be of good quality, table grapes should have a general appearance of freshness. They should be mature, and the individual berries
should be firmly attached to the stems. Mature grapes are usually
plump.

High

color for the variety

oped sugar content and

is

generally indicative of a well-devel-

flavor.

Usually the white or green grapes of both American and Euroat their best for flavor and sweetness when they
are turning to an amber color. A few good varieties of American
grapes, however, remain green in color when fully ripe.
For Juice purposes maturity is the most important factor of quality.
No consideration need be given to compactness of the bunches
or shattering of the berries from the stems provided the berries are
not shriveled or dried.
A few small, sunburned, wrinkled, raisined, or unripened berries
do not affect the flavor or quality of the bunch as a whole, but they
do detract from its appearance.
Bunches of grapes that have dry and brittle stems usually shatter
badly. A gentle shaking of a bunch will reveal the condition of

pean types are

the stem.

Grapes that have been injured by freezing have a rather

flat

flavor and therefore are not so desirable as those that have not
been frozen.
Western or California (Old World or vinifera) grapes injured by
freezing have a dull, dead appearance; they become sticky, and the
berries shatter readily.
When the berries are pulled from the cap
stem, the brush (the small bundle of fibers that extends from the
cap stem into the berry) is somewhat discolored and is shorter than

normal.
Eastern or native type grapes injured by freezing are shriveled
and usually show a milky, opaque condition of the pulp. If the
berry is pulled from the cap stem the brush usually remains in
the berry.

Decay is indicated by mold, wet berries, and frequently by leaky
and stained containers. Sometimes evidence of decay can be found
on the berries at the stem.

LEMONS
California produces most of the lemons grown in this country.
In addition to the California supply many are received from Italy,
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The California lemon

is

usually larger and smoother than the

Italian.

QUAUTT

Lemons

that have a fine-textured skin and are heavy for their
are generally of better quality than those that are coarseskinned and light in weight. Deep yellow colored lemons are usually
relatively mature and are not so acid as those of the lighter or
greenish-yellow color; they are also generally thinner skinned and
may have a relatively larger proportion of ]uice but they are not
so desirable since lemons are wanted for their acid flavor.
When present, decay appears either as a mold or as a discolored
soft area at the stem end.
Fruits that have been mechanically
injured are more or less subject to molds.
Shriveled or hard-skinned fruits, or those which are soft or spongy
to the touch are not desirable. They may be aged, dried out, mechanically injured, or affected by a rot at the center of the fruit.
size

LIMES

QUAUTY

Limes that are green in color and heavy for their size are the
Deep yellow colored fruits do not have the desired

most desirable.
acidity.

Decay and mold may

affect limes in the

same manner that they

affect lemons.

Limes often become spotted with purple-to-brown-colored and
irregular-shaped spots.
Sometimes the whole fruit turns brown.
This is the result of a defect known as scald. Such fruit has a
poor appearance and brings a lower price than sound fruit, but in
many cases the flesh is unaffected, although occasionally a tainted,
moldy taste can be detected immediately below the spots.
ORANGES

The most desirable sizes of round oranges are those that range
from 126 to 216 per box, but those that pack 176 to 200 per box are
good sizes and are preferred by the average family.
Of the tangerine types those that pack 144 to 168 or 196 to the
box are the most desirable.
The oranges from California and Florida constitute by far the
greater part of the market supply. Some importations are received
as well as shipments from Texas, Arizona, Alabama, Mississippi,
and Louisiana.
The leading varieties shipped from California are the Washington
Navel and the Valencia.
The Washington Navel season begins in November and continues
to about ^lay, v>'hen the Valencia season starts and continues throughout the summer and fall.
The greatest supply of Valencias begins in June and continues to
about July, when it slackens; the supply grows heavier again in
September, continuing until about November.
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Parson Brown is the principal early variety in Florida. It is
The Pineapple
season during October and early November.
orange is the mioseason fruit, being in season from January through
February or to the middle of March. The Valencia is the late Florida orange and is in season from early March through May. Large
These
quantities of seedling oranges are produced in Florida.
oranges, aside from their seediness, are of good juice content and
in

flavor.

Tangerines, satsumas, King, and mandarin types and varieties
chiefly from the Gulf States.
The California orange is usually of a deeper color than the Florida

come

fruit.
1 to 5 or 6 seeds, whereas the Washington
Generally the skin of the Washington Navel is
be rougher than that of the Valencia, and the seg-

The Valencia has from
Navel

is

seedless.

thicker and may
ments are more easily separated,
Florida and Texas oranges are often designated as " bright," or
" russet," depending upon the extent of the russeting or discoloration
of the surface. The russeting does not affect the flavor. Caiifornia
oranges are not subject to russeting.
Oranges are received in bulk on some markets, many such oranges
being shipped by motor truck. Frequently considerable saving can
be made by buying such fruit if the quality is suited to the use for
which the fruit is intended.
Practically all citrus fruits are put through a mechanical washing
and polishing process before marketing. This improves their appearance and increases the cost, but it does not improve the flavor.
QUA.LITT

Oranges of the best quality are firm, heavy, have a fine-textured
skin for the variety and are well-colored. Such fruits (even with
a few surface blemishes, such as scars, scratches, and slight discolorations) are much to be preferred to oranges that have a badly creased
skin, or are puffy or spongy, and light
weight.
Puffy oranges are likely to be light in weight, lacking in juice,
and of generally poor quality. Exceptions occur in the tangerines
(of which Dancy is the principal variety), satsumas, ICing, and
mandarin types and varieties. These oranges are usually thinskinned, and are usually oblate or decidedly flattened at the ends.
The skin is easily removed; there is little coarse fibrous substance
between the skin and the flesh, and the segments of the fruit separate
readily.
The flavor is distinctive the aroma is pungent and pleasant.
Because of the looseness of the skin these oranges are likely
to feel puffy; therefore, judgment as to quality should be based
mainly on weight for size and deep yellow or orange color of the

m

;

skin.

The fruit is sound when shipped, but sometimes decay develops
before the fruit reaches the consumer. When present, decay is
usually in the form of soft areas on the surface of the fruit that
appear to be water-soaked. These areas may be covered by a mold.
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In the early stages of development, the skin in the affected area
may be so soft and tender that it breaks easily under pressure.
Oranges that have been mechanically injured should be carefully
examined. Decay may be present at the point of injury, and decay
organisms may easily find entrance to the flesh of the fruit.
"Wilted, or shriveled, or flabby fruit is sometimes found.
Age
or injury may cause these conditions. Oranges so affected are not
desirable.

PEACHES

—

There are tTvo classes of peaches white-fleshed and yellow-fleshed.
Both these classes have varieties that are clingstones and freestones.
The freestone varieties of both classes are most popular for dessert,
home canning, and general culinary use. The clings " are not so
popular for dessert but are used to some extent for slicing and hom.e
pickling.
They are used chiefly for commercial canning.
Peaches for home canning should be firm and ripe. Generally,
the yellow-fleshed midseason and late varieties such as Elberta,
Salwey, J. H. Hale, Late Crawford, and Smock, are preferred.
Sometimes personal preference calls for a white-fleshed peach, such
as Belle, Hiley, and Champion.
''

QUAUTY
Quality in peaches is indicated by the general appearance and
firmness of the flesh.
peach of fine quality should be free from
blemishes, should have a fresh appearance, a ground color that is
either whitish or yellowish and sometimes combined with a red
color or blush depending on the variety.
The red color or blush
alone is not a true sign of maturity. The flesh should be firm or

A

fairly firm.

Peaches are very perishable and for long-distance shipment are
picked when slightly immature. They are sometimes picked when so
immature that they cannot ripen. They may arrive on the market
either too green or too ripe for immediate use. If the ground color
is green and shows none of the mature whitish or yellow color, it
is an indication that the fruit may be too immature to ripen satisImmature peaches may develop a pale weak color and
factorily.
will shrivel, and generally the flesh becomes tough and rubbery
and lacking in flavor.
Overmature or soft peaches should be avoided unless for immediate
consumption. They bruise easily and soon break down.
Bruised fruit is wasty and undesirable. The outer skin of a bruise
may not be discolored, but the bruised flesh is usually soft and discolored.

Worm

injury may often be detected by the unevenness of the form
of the peach, and the small punctures from which gum exudes. Generally a wormy peach has an appearance of premature ripeness
and is usually softer than the average sound peach in the same
container.
Decay usually appears in the form of brown circular spots of
varying sizes; it spreads very rapidly, frequently causing the complete loss of the fruit.
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Peaches that have growth cracks usually soften quickly and are
PEARS

The Bartlett, a midseason pear, is one of
varieties and is used extensively for domestic

the

leading dessert

and commercial can-

ning.

Clapp Favorite, an early-season pear, Bosc, Cornice, and Seckle,
midseason pears, Anjou and Winter Nelis, late-season pears, are
some of the varieties used for dessert purposes. In the greater part
of the Central and Southern States none of these can be grown
successfully because of pear blight. The coarser varieties Keiffer.
Garber, and Le Conte are somewhat resistant to blight and furnish large supplies of cheap fruit of good size extensively used for
canning, preserving, and fresh stewed fruit.
Pears are normally picked when slightly immature and are ripened
The flesh of storage-ripened pears is usually
in a cool dark place.
of fine texture, while that of tree-ripened fruit is often coarse and

—

—

in

some

varieties

is

gritty,

QUALITY

Pears that are firm or fairly firm, but not hard, free from blemish
and clean, and not misshapen, wilted, or shriveled, are generally of
good quality.
Some varieties are in prime condition while still a green or greenish-yellow color; others may be yellow and yet be too immature for
eating.

Pears that are soft or that yield readily to pressure at the base of
the stem are usually mature and ready for immediate consumption,
but are too ripe to hold for future use.
Some varieties are affected by scald (see Apples p. 20) which in
mild cases discolors the skin and superficially affects the flesh. In
severe cases the fruit is badly discolored and unattractive, the flesh
is seriously affected in quality, and it may be badly decayed.
Wilted or shriveled fruits are sometimes found on the markets.
They may have been picked at such an immature stage that they will
not ripen properly, or they may have been subjected to some form
of injury. Such pears are usually of poor quality and lack flavor.
Pears that have a water-soaked appearance should be avoided as
they are usually mushy and wasty.
Pears are subject to a form of injury laiown as " limb rubs," caused
by the pressure or rubbing of a tree limb while the fruit was in the
course of development. This injury appears as a roughening on the
surface of the fruit and causes hard woody spots to form in the
flesh just below the injury and sometimes causes the fruit to be
misshapen.
PINEAPPLES

The only production of pineapples

in continental

United States

Pineapples are imported from Puerto Rico, Cuba,
Bermuda, Costa Rica, and the Bahamas. They are picked in a
slightly immature state so they will reach the markets in good con-

is

in Florida.

dition.
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Color and odor are the factors indicating quality in pineapples.
ripe pineapple in good condition has a fresh, clean appearance,
and has a distinctive dark, orange-yellow color combined with a
decidedly fragrant odor. The '' eyes '' are flat and almost hollow.
Usually the heavier the fruit in proportion to its size the better the
quality, provided the fruit is mature.
Pineapples picked when too immature will not ripen properly.
Such fruit presents a dull, lifeless appearance and is often yellowish
in color.
The eyes " are poorly developed and often somewhat
pointed, and the flavor is very acid.
Pineapples that have been bruised should be avoided if possible,
The bruises show as discolored areas on the surface and, if the fruit
is held for any length of time, will develop into soft spots and posFruits with such spots are usually very wasty.
sibly decay.
Pineapples may lose moisture, particularly if held in a relatively
dr}' atmosphere.
The fruit remains firm as it dries out, if not
affected by decay; but it shrinks in size, and the outer surface develops a poor and darkened color.
Decay, when present, appears as soft watery areas, sometimes almost black in color. Mold may be present. These areas are usually
found at the base or around the "eyes" on the side of the fruit. Often
a distinct sour odor is noticed. Decay is rapid and may soon cause
Careful examination should be made for
the fruit to be worthless.
decay which may be indicated by the presence of moisture.
Pinapples are sometimes affected by sunburn, which usually causes
the flesh beneath the affected area to be rather hard, pithy, and
somewhat dry. The sunburned area is usually on the side of the
fruit and is marked by a color that is lighter than normal.
Sunburn is more oft^n found on pineapples the tops or crowns of which
have grown at a decided angle.

A

"'

PLUMS AND PRUNES

The leading dessert varieties of prunes are: Italian Prune and
Agen or French. The leading dessert plums are Burbank, Bradshaw, De Sota, Golden Drop, Jefferson, Reine Claude (Green Gage),
Diamond, Wickson, Tragedy, Santa Rosa, and Kelsey.
For culinary purposes the leading varieties are Lombarvd, Golden
Drop, Grand Duke, Italian Prune, and Heine Claude (Green Gage).
Varieties of the damson type, because of their tart flavor, are especially desirable for jam and jelly making.
A prune is a variety of plum which is suited for drying purposes.
Such plums can be dried without removal of the pit and without
:

from the
in this

A

flesh.
ripe fresh prune can be separated
pit like a freestone peach, but a plum cannot be opened

fermentation of the

way.

Ripe fresh prunes are superior for canning.
QUALITY

Plums and prunes of good quality are plump, clean, of fre^h
appearance, full colored lor the variety, and soft enough to yield
tc slight pressure.
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Unless the customer is well acquainted with rarieties, color alone
cannot be relied upon as an indication of ripeness. Some varieties
are full ripe when the color is yellowish green; others when the
color is purplish blue or black.
A softening at the tip is generally
a good indication that maturity has been reached.
Immature fruit is hard. It may be shriveled and is generally of
poor color and flavor. Overmature fruit is generally soft, is easily
bruised, and is often leaky.
It is subject to decay and the flavor is
usually insipid.

Plums and prunes

are subject to practically the

same defects

as

peaches.

Presence of moisture or a stained container is usually evidence
of some form of injury which may be a crushing of the fruit,
a breaking down of overripe fruit, or some form of decay.
Sometimes plums and prunes are affected by sunburn. Sunburned
fruit is usually of poor quality and flavor. This form of injury is
usually indicated by a brownish or reddish-brown color on the cheek
of the fruit.
Fruit that is shriveled usually has flesh of a leathery texture,
and is generally poor in flavor.
Plums and prunes that have growth cracks should be examined
carefully since these cracks, unless well healed, provide means by
which decay organisms may enter the fruit.

—

QUINCES

Most of the quinces found on our markets are produced and sold
but some shipments are made from California and New York.
Most varieties of quinces have a heavy fuzz over the outer surface
of the fruit. Usually this is rubbed off when the fruit is packed, and
its general appearance thus improved.
Sometimes this is not done,
and in the later handling some of the fuzz is removed, leaving the
fruit, even though it is of good quality, with a generally poor and
locally,

often dirty appearance.
Quinces are in season in the fall and are usually sold by measure,
for preserving, flavoring, and jelly making. Since the entire fruit
including the core is used for jelly, wormy fruit causes great waste
in trimmings.
QUAI.ITY

Quinces of good quality are firm to hard, free from blemish, and
of a greenish-yellow or golden-yellow color.
Immature quinces are hard and green, are very astringent, and
when cooked they lack the peculiar quince flavor. Usually such fruit
wilts and shrivels if kept for any length of time.
Quinces are easily bruised and are practically worthless when badly
bruised because of the dark discoloration of the flesh.
Worm-injured fruit is wasty. The injury is often indicated by
the presence of punctures in the skin.
Black sunken circular spots of varying sizes are sometimes found
on quinces. Fruit so affected is wasty and usually of poor flavor.
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STRAWBERRIES

Large strawberries because of their

size

and generally

attractivr

appearance are preferred for dessert purposes, but size is no indication of flavor for that varies with the variety.
There are many varieties. Those grown locally or in nearby dis
tricts may be preferable, especially for canning, preserving, etc.
The varieties commonly found in markets are Klondike, Missionary, Howard 17 (Premier), Dunlop, Aroma, Chesapeake, Marshall, Clarke, and Blakemore, a new variety which is gaining rapidly
:

in popularity.

QUALITY

Quality in strawberries is indicated by the general appearance
Strawberries should be of a fresh, clean, bright appearance, have a
full solid red color, be free

from moisture,

dirt,

and trash

;

and

the

cap should be attached. Small misshapen berries or nubbins usually
are of poor quality and flavor, and often they have a small, hard,
green area.
Overripe strawberries, or those that are not fresh, have a dull
lust^rless appearance, are sometimes shrunken, and are likely to be
wet or leaky. Such berries are wasty. The presence of leaky or

damaged strawberries is often indicated by a stained container.
Decay is easily detected through the presence of mold on the

sur-

may

be found anywhere in the container and
is not always evident in the top layers.
Strawberries without the caps should be carefully examined. They
may have been roughly handled, or they may be overmature. Such
berries are likely to break down rapidly and be wasty.
face of the berries.

It

HINTS ON BUYING VEGETABLES

The changing

food habits in the United States during the last
have brought about an increased use of fresh vegetables.
Shipments of snap beans increased from approximately 1,500 cars
10 years

from 1,600 to 12.000, "celery from
from 14,000 to 56,000, spinach from 3,000
to 10,000, and tomatoes from 18,000 to approximately 34,000 carThese figures speak for themselves and at the same time
loads.
in 1920 to 10.000 in 1930, carrots

10,000 to 26,000, lettuce

indicate the important place that fresh vegetables now occupy in
the diet of the American people.
With the increased consumption has come a constant increase in
the number of kinds so that the present-day markets display for sale
many vegetables that are new or were little-known in earlier years.
The modern market offers a practically constant year-around
supply of so many kinds of vegetables, that the customer is often
perplexed whe>n trying to decide the kind and quality to buy.

ARTICHOKES

Two

very tmlike vegetables are called artichoke—one known as
French or globe; the other know^n as the Jerusalem artichoke.
The French or globe artichoke is a plant allied to the thistle, the
edible part of whicn is the large unopened bud which, if not cut from
the
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the plant, opens into a flower. The globe artichoke is very perishable
and becomes tough with age.
The Jerusalem artichoke is a type of plant related to the sunflower
and grown for the thick potatolike underground tubers. These
tubers, which constitute the edible part, are now little used except
occasionally for pickling and as a substitute for potatoes.
QUALITY

A

compact, heavy, globular, plump globe or French artichoke,
to pressure, and which has large, tightly clinging, fleshly leaf scales of a good green color, is the most desirable.
Freshness is indicated by the green color, which with age or injury
becomes brownish.
Overmaturity is indicated when the artichoke is open or spreading
the center may be fuzzy and of a dark pink or purple color the tips
of the scales are hard. When cooked the flavor is strong and the
scales are tough and woody.
Discolored artichokes are generallv old or stale or may have been
Bruises appear as dark-discolored areas at the point of
bruised.
injury, and they may be covered with mold. Discolored specimens
will turn black v/hen cooked.
Worm injury occurs mainly at the
base of the bud. The injury may appear verv small from the outArtichokes affected by
side but may extend deeply into the heart.
any of these injuries are not desirable unless they can be trimmed
without undue waste.
Size is not important as far as quality and flavor are concerned.

which yields slightly

;

ASPARAGUS

Asparagus ages rapidly after it is cut; the tips spread and the
stalks become tough and woody. Hence, to buy fresh stalks lessens
the risk of buying tough asparagus.
Two kinds of asparagus are found in the markets, blanched or
white and green. The blanched or white is grown mainly in California and is used largely for canning. The green is most popular
and is seen most commonly.
Asparagus grows from root crowns which are covered with several
inches of earth. The depth depends upon the kind of asparagus to
The blanched or white is covered or ridged more
be produced.
deeply than the green. After the growing spear breaks through the
ground, the tip turns rapidly from white to green. Blanched or
white asparagus is usually cut as soon as the tips appear above
ground and is cut deeply below the surface. Green asparagus
is cut a few inches below the surface of the ground after the spear
has developed the desired length above the ground. If growth is
rapid, a green shoot, 6 to 10 inches long, ma}' be obtained before
any part of it has become tough. After a few inches of the tip are
green, the white portion below the ground begins to toughen. Thus,
spears that show 4 or 5 inches of green tip and an equal length oi
white butt have usually been cut well below the surface, and the white
part may be tough or woody. Green asparagus should be green for
almost its entire length. White or blanched aspai-agus is said to be
somewhat milder in flavor than green asparagus.
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Asparagus is usually sold by the bunch, but in some sections
becoming customary to sell the stalks unbunched by weight.

it

QUALITY

Asparagus to be
compact tips.

best must be fresh, tender, and firm, with
tender stalk is brittle and is easily punctured.
A wilted appearance or a spreading tip is often an indication that
considerable time has elapsed since cutting. Stalks of this type may
or may not be freshened by placing in water. Usually they are wasty,
only the tips being edible. Stalks that are angular in form are
likely to be tough and stringy. The whole stalk, with the exception
of an inch or two of the base, should be tender.
close,

its

A

BEANS (FAVA OR FABA)

is

The fava or faba bean, known to some as the English broad bean,
practically a newcomer on American markets. In general appear-

ance

it

resembles our lima bean except that

it is

somewhat larger and thicker pod, and has

a

rounder and has
thicker

a

and more

globular-shaped bean with a thick tough skin.
The same fa^ctors that constitute quality in the lima, and the same
factors of condition, should be looked for when buying these beans.
BEANS, LIMA (FRESH)

—

Lima beans may be divided into two general classes ^the large
" potato " type and the small " butter bean " type.
Most of the lima beans are shipped unshelled because shelled lima
beans are very perishable. In some markets, it is customary to shell
the beans just before oflering them for sale.
QUALirr

The pods of the best unshelled lima beans should be well filled,
clean, bright, fresh, and of dark-green color.
The shelled lima bean should be plump, with tender skin, and the
skin should be of good green or greenish-white color.
Dried, shriveled, spotted, yellowed, or flabby pods of unshelled
lima beans may be old or may be affected by disease. Usually beans
contained in such pods are of poor quality ; they may be tough and
of poor flavor.
Decay may appear on the pods in the form of irregular sunken
areas in which mold may appear.
Shelled lima beans are very perishable. They heat quickly and if
kept under ordinary conditions soon become moldy or slimy. Shelled
limas should be examined closely for damage and tested for tenderness
by puncturing the skin. Those with hard, tough skins are overmature
and usually lack flavor.
BEANS, SNAP

There are
snap beans.
preference

is

wax or yellow-pod
others are round.
Personal
the deciding factor as to the color or shape to be bought

many varieties of both the
Some of them are flat;

green and
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Although stringiness may be developed by age, it is also a varietal
characteristic. Some varieties soon become stringy; others are stringless until nearly ripe.
The latter are rapidly replacing the former
varieties grown for commercial shipment.
QUALITY

The

best snap beans should be clean, fresh in appearance, firm,
from blemish, and all in a lot should be of the
same stage of maturity so that they will cook uniformly. Firm, crisp,
tender beans will snap readily when broken.
Pods in which the seeds are very immature are the most desirable.
Generally, length is unimportant if the beans meet the other requirements for quality.
If the seeds are half grown or larger the pods are likely to be
tough, woody, and stringy.
Stringiness is very undesirable. This characteristic can be detected
by breaking the bean and gently separating the two halves.
Beans age rapidly on the vine and develop toughness as rapidly
as they age.
dull, dead, or wilted appearance may indicate that
the beans were picked several days before and are no longer of the
best quality.
Decay is shown by mold or a soft watery condition.
crisp, tender, free

A

BEETS

The early or new-crop beets are usually marketed in bunches, three
to five to the bunch, with the tops attached either full size or cut
back to 6 or 8 inches in length. Occasionally small quantities of the
new crop are shipped loose to local markets; in such cases, the tops
are cut back to within an inch or two of the beet. The fresh green
tops of bunched beets make excellent greens. Leaves that are discolored and ragged, with tough stems, are undesirable for this use.
The late-crop beets are usually marketed with the tops removed.
These beets are suitable for storage those that have not been washed
are likely to keep well if storage conditions are good. Mediumsized beets of the late crop are less likely to be tough or woody than
are the large or very small ones.
;

Beets that are marketed with the tops removed are usually sold
in some instances by measure.

by weight and

QUALITY

Good beets should be smooth and free from blemish. Beets that
are rough or ridged or that have deep growth cracks are wasteful and
may be tough or woody.
It is expected that beets will have some soil on them, but those
that are caked with it are difficult to clean.
Soft, flabby, or shriveled beets are wasty and usually poor in
Exammation may reveal decay, which generally appears
flavor.
as a soft form of rot.
Bunched beets that have remained too long in the field and have
become tough or woody can often be recognized by a short neck
covered witE deep scars, or by several circles of leaf scars around
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the top of the beet. Only the early or smaller leaves will have
been shed by a tender beet.
Fresh condition of the leaves alone should not be considered as
an indication of the quality of the beet. The roots or beets may be
of excellent quality, and the tops may be badly wilted or otherwise

damaged.
BEET TOPS

Beet tops are usually supplied to markets from local sources.
are the plants that have been pulled to thin out the
rows. Generally the whole plant is used. Beet tops are usually
sold by weight.
QUAUTY

They usually

Beet tops of good quality are young, fresh, tender, and clean.
Old, coarse, heavy-veined, heavy midribbed leaves are usually tough
and generally undesirable.
Flabbiness and wilting are the factors of condition that most
frequently affect beet tops, but freshness can be restored if the tops
are not old and the condition is not too far advanced.
Occasionally beet tops may be found to be in a sHmy condition.
Such stock should be avoided.
BROCCOLI (ITAUAN SPROUTING)
(Broccoli Greer.s, see Turnip Tops, p. 56)

Italian sprouting broccoli varies somewhat in size and color, habit
of growth, and the manner in which the young sprouts are formed,
but in all cases it is the tender young shoots or branches with their
flower clusters or heads that are eaten. The heads or flower clusters
may vary in size from about 1 to 3 or more inches across, with a
stem of proportionate thickness.
Sprouting broccoli is shipped either loose or bunched. The large
heads are usually packed like cauliflower.

QUALITY
Italian sprouting broccoli to be of good quality should be fresh,
clean, and not overmature.
The stalks should be tender and firm,
and the buds in the clusters or heads should be compact and should
not have reached the stage of development at which the color of the
flower is evident. The general color should be either darkish green
or purplish green depending on the variety.
Since the whole stalk (comprising the stem, leaves, and flower
clusters) is eaten, tenderness is an essential factor of quality.
Toughness and woodiness develop with age, and usually the toughest portion is at the base or lowest portion of the stalk.
Sprouting broccoli that shows yellowed or damaged leaves should
be carefully examined and tested for tenderness. It may require
excessive trimming to prepare it for use.
Overmature sprouting broccoli is usually woody, tough, or stringy.
Overmaturity is indicated by the bud clusters or heads wnich will be
open to the extent that the full yellow or purple color of the blossom
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is distinct, and in many instances the blossom will be fully developed. An occasional open blossom does not indicate overmatiirity.
Wilted, flabby broccoli should be avoided as it may prove to be
very wasty and unsatisfactory.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Brussels sprouts are essentially miniature cabbages which grow
stem at the axils of the leaves of a long-stemmed kind of
a cabbagelike plant. They are on the markets during the fall and
early winter and are occasionally stored for the late- winter market.
close to the

QUALITY

Brussels sprouts of good quality are hard or firm, compact, fresh,
of bright appearance, and of a good green color.
PutTy brussels sprouts, although edible, are usually of poor quality and flavor.
Those that are wilted or have yellowed leav^es are
usually aged or stale and because of their wastiness should bo
avoided.
Worm injury is indicated by riddled leaves. Much waste may
be expected when worm injury is found.
smudgy, dirty appearance may indicate the presence of plant
lice.
Close examination is often necessary to detect the presence of
these insects which sometimes make the sprouts unfit for food. Evidence of the presence of insects may be round on the inner surfaces
of the leaves.

A

CABBAGE

There are several market types of cabbage the pointed, Danish,
domestic, savoy, and red.
The pointecl type is the familiar early or " new " cabbage and
includes the varieties that normally develop conical or pointed heads.
The Danish type includes varieties maturing late which normally
develop hard tight-leaved compact heads. A head of Danish-type
cabbage, even after being trimmed, appears tight and smooth-leaved
around the basal portion and, when viewed from the stem end,
appears circular and regular in outline.
Domestic type includes varieties of cabbage that normally develop heads either round or flat in shape and less compactly formed
than those of the Danish type. This type includes early, midseason,
:

and medium-late

varieties.

The savoy types are finely crumpled-leaved varieties which are
roundish or drumhead in shape. They usually are late maturing.
The red type includes all red varieties.
Early or new cabbage shipped from the southern sections during
the winter months is frequently harvested before the heads are firm.
It can be
It is not trimmed so closely as the late or main crop.
readily identified by the conical, or pointed head and comparatively

smooth deep-green leaves.
New cabbage that has not been properly handled soon loses its
freshness. Freshness of appearance of the late or main-crop cabbage
Late
is not such an important factor of quality as in the early crop.
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cabbage out of storage may be trimmed down to perfectly white
heads by the retailer and still be good.
QUALITY

Prime heads of cabbage should be reasonably solid, hard, or firm
and hea^'j or fairly heavy for their size; the}^ should be closely
trimmed, that is, the stems should be cut close to the head, and all
except three or four of the outer or wrapper leaves should be
removed.
Early or new cabbage usually is not so solid or firm as cabbage
of the late or winter crop.
The defects of cabbage are readily detected. Worm injury, decav.
yellowing of the leaves, and burst heads are the most common. Garbage that is badly affected by these defects should be avoided but if
only slightly affected, cabbage may be trimmed and utilized to ad;

vantage.

Heads of cabbage which have yellow leaves or are otherwise discolored are generally wasty. They may be past their prime or may
be affected by some form of injury.
Sometimes examination of a head of cabbage vrill reveal that the
base of some of the outer leaves has separated from the stem and
that the leaves are held in place only by the natural folding over
the head. Such cabbage may be strong in flavor or coarse in texture
when cooked.
Soft or puffy heads, although edible, are usually of poorer quality
than those that are hard or firm.
CARROTS

There are two crops of carrots, early and late. The early or
carrots are usually marketed in bunches, three to five to the
bunch, with the tops attached. The late crop is marketed with the
tops removed.

new

Carrots of the early crop, because they are usually harvested before
reaching full maturity, are generally smaller, and of a brighter color
and milder flavor than those of the late crop.
Late-crop carrots are generally grown to full maturity and for
this reason are generally of deeper color, of more pronounced flavor
but are sometimes coarser in texture than those of the early crop.
In some varieties the heart m^ay be tough and woody.
The late crop is usually stored and marketed during the winter.
Carrots are generally washed before being offered for sale, but often
they will be found with considerable soil adhering to them. This
does no harm, but it mars the appearance and may possibly hide

some

defect.

conditions of production and marketing, bunched
carrots are on the market practically the whole year and are a strong
competitor of the late or storage-crop topped carrots.

Under present

QUALITY

Good quality carrots are firm, clean, fresh in appearance, smooth,
well-shaped and of good color. Usually, althou^li not always true,
poor color of carrots is associated with poor quality.

*
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The tops of bunched carrots should be fresh and gi-een. The
condition of the tops is an indication of quality, but it is not always
a trustworthy one since the tops may be damaged and the roots still
be in prime condition.
Carrots that are wilted, flabby, soft, or shriveled are undesirable.
They usually lack flavor. Those that are excessively forked or
pronged, or rough, or have deep growth cracks, are wasteful. Carrots showing excessively thick masses of leaf stems at the point of
attachment or " neck " usually have undesirably large cores or hearts.
Decay is easily seen. It usually appears as soft or watersoaked
areas which may be more or less covered with mold.
CAULIFLOWER

The leaves of cauliflower are long and extend considerably beyond
the curd (the flower portion of the head). Usually in preparation
for shipment, these leaves are trimmed down to within an inch or
two of the curd, and only as much of the outer leaves are left as will
afford protection to the curd. The number of leaves left on the head
has no relation to q^uaiity since they are merely to protect the
very tender curd which is easily bruised and broken. Sometimes
" wrapped and trimmed " heads of cauliflower are found on the
markets. Usually such heads have been very closely trimmed, and
paper has been used for protecting the curd. Size has but little
relation, if any, to quality.
Large or small heads, equally mature,
will be found to be equally good.

QUAUTT
Fine quality in cauliflower is indicated by white or creamy-white,
clean, heavy, firm, compact curd, with the jacket or outer leaves,
fresh, turgid, and green.
compact curd is one that is solid, with the flower clusters closely
The compact clean curd affords a minimum of waste and is
united.
more easily prepared for cooking.
" Riciness
(a term used to describe the curd when the flower
clusters have begun to ^ow, giving the curd a ricelike or granular

A

appearance) is not objectionable unless it is associated with an
advanced stage of spreading of the flower clusters. Spreading occurs when the flower clusters have grown and developed enough
to cause a separation of the clusters, making the curd open or loose.
Age is indicated by the yellowing of the leaves, particularly if
the leaves drop from the stalk when handled, but other factors may
cause yellowing of the leaves. Yellow leav^ are not important if
the curd has all other requirements for quality.
A spotted, speckled, or bruised curd should be avoided unless
it can oe trimmed without causing too much waste.
The presence of aphis or plant lice may be indicated by a smudgy
or speckled appearance.
Sometimes heads of cauliflower will be found in which the leaves
have grown and extended through the curd. These affect appearance
only.

CELERY

Much
rough."

of the celery arriving in the markets is shipped " in the
It is packed and shipped just as it is dug, except tiat it
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has been sized and a few damaged branches have been removed.
Rough celer}^ is sometimes offered for sale in the retail m_arkets,
but celery is usually trimmed and washed in the receiving market.
In most markets there are dealers who make a specialty of washing,
trimming, and bunching celery for the retail trade. Sometimes the
celery

is

trimmed down

to the heart.

The hearts

are sold

by the

bunch, and the good outer branches are bunched and sold for culinary
purposes. Vv^ashed and trimmed celery is also shipped from the
producing centers.

QUAUTY

The most

desirable celery is that of medium length, thickness, and
with stalks or " branches " that are brittle enough to snap
easily. Such celer}- usually has good heart formation.
Pithy or stringy celery is undesirable. Pithy stalks are those of
open texture with air spaces in the central portion. Pithiness may
be caused by freezing or may be due to a hereditary defect present
during the entire life of the plant. Plant breeders have developed
methods of eliminating this trouble. Pithiness can be detected by
pressing or twisting the stalks and stringiness can be detected
oy breaking.
Freezing injury may cause a browning and dr^-ing of the tops,
which may later decay.
Celery is subject to a trouble called blackheart thar is usually
followea by rots which attack the heart of the st-alk. The rot, if
present, can be seen by separating the branches and examining the
solidity,

heart.

The presence

of insects or insect injury can be detected in the

same way.
stem has poor flavor and may be
stem can be seen by separating the
stalks or branches ^the typical heart formation is replaced by the
development of a solid roundish stem of varying size depending on
the stage of development.
CHARD
C-elery that has

more or

formed

less bitter.

—

The

a seed

se-ed

Swiss chard, or chard as it is known on the markets, is a form of
beet that is grown for the tops only.
It is on the markets usually in the summer and fall, the supplies
usually coming from local sources.
QUAUITT

The leaves of chard should be crisp, tender, fresh, and free from
insect injury. The stalks should be fleshy and crisp.
Stalks that are wilted or rubbery may be tough, coarse, and
stringy. Yellowed leaves or discolored stalks are indications of age
or other damage that may cause toughness. Coarse stalks indicate
pithiness the presence of which may be discovered by pressing or
twisting the stalk.
CHICORY, ENDIVE, ESCAROLE

Endive has
is

a leaf that
a broad-leaved plant.

is

narrow, finelv divided, and curly escarole
flat and of spreading growth.

Both are

;
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Chicory is broad-leaved and of upright spreading growth.
Blanched chicory is sold as Witloof chicory and as French or Belgian endive. In the blanched condition the leaves are folded and
form an almost solid elongated head or stalk.

QUAUTY
Crispness, freshness, and tenderness are the essential factors of
quality.

Wilted plants can be freshened by being placed

in water, but they

may be wasty and should be examined carefully for decay, which
may appear as a browning of the leaves or as a slimy rot.
Tough, coarse-leaved plants are undesirable since the usually
delicate bitter flavor
able.

is

likely to be so intensified as to be objection-

Toughness or tenderness can be determined by breaking or

twisting a leaf.
In the unbleached condition the leaves should be green, but when
blanched the center leaves should be a creamy white. The Witloof
chicory, however, should be entirely creamy white.

COLLARDS

The collard is a form of cabbage, botanically similar to kale; it
has somewhat the appearance of the cabbage. It does not form a head,
hut the leaves are large and are slightly curled at the edges and lightly
folded at the heart. There are several varieties, some producing
large, other small plants.
Collards are usually sold by weight,
QUAUTY
Collards of good quality are fresh, crisp, clean, and free from
insect injury.

Wilting and yellowing of the leaves indicate age or other form
Sometimes worm injury will be found in the form of
perforated leaves. Collards with such leaves are undesirable because
of damage.

of waste.

COSN (GREEN)

A

slender ear of corn may have just as much kernel as a large
coarse ear, owing to the variation in the size of the cob.
found in the markets is of two classes, sweet and field. The
latter is usually an early maturing variety of field corn, and is
known in some sections as " roasting ears." It may be as tender as
sweet corn, but it never has a notably sweet taste.
The ears of sweet corn are usually smaller than those of field corn,
and the husks are generally darker green in color with ribbonlike
ends which hang free and give the ear a somewhat ragged appearThe husks of field corn do not have ribbonlike ends; they
ance.
taper and cling tightly at the top of the ear.
The color of sweet corn may be either white or yellow, depending
on the variety; the field corn sold for cooking is usually white but
may be yellow.

Com
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QUALTTT

A

com is one that has a fresh ^reen husk and a cob
well filled with bright, plump, milky Kernels that are just
enough to offer slight resistance to pressure.
Dry, yellowed, or straw-colored husks are an indication of age or
damage. Corn heats rapidly when packed for shipment. Heating
causes the yellowing and drying-out of the husk as well as the toughening, discoloration, loss of flavor, and shriveling of the kernels.
Corn that is too immature is unsatisfaxjtory. The kernels on cobs
of immature corn are very small and very soft, and when cooked
they lack flavor.
Corn should be cooked as soon as possible after being picked as it
loses flavor very rapidly.
injury is not serious when confined to the tips, since the
injured portion usually can be removed with little waste, but it is
more objectionable if it occurs along the side of the ear.
Quality can best be detennined by pulling back the husk and
examining the kernels.
that
firm

good ear of
is

Worm

CUCUMBERS

QUAUTT

Cucumbers for slicing purposes should be firm, fresh, bright,
well-shaped, and of good color. The flesh should be firm and the
seeds immature.
Withered or shriveled cucumbers should be avoided. Their flesh
is generally tough or rubbery and somewhat bitter.
Overmaturity
The color
is indicated by a generally overgrown puffy appearance.
of overmature cucumbers is generally dull and not infrequently
yellowed, the flesh is rubbery and tough, the seeds are hard, and the
flesh in the seed cavity is almost jelly like. Cucumbers in this condition are not suited for slicing but are excellent for certain kinds of
pickles. Some varieties are of solid green color when mature enough
for slicing, but usually a little whitish color will be found at the
These lines
tip, with a tendency to extend in lines along the seams.
advance from pale green to white and finally to yellow, with age.
Decay, when present, usually appears anywhere on the surface as
a dark sunken irregular area.
DANDELIONS

Both cultivated and wild dandelions are on the market in the
The cultivated form is
early spring usually from local sources.
usually more blanched in appearance, more upright in habit of
growth^ and is usually tender.
QUAUTT
Large, tender-leaved, fresh green plants are the best.
Age 01 damage is indicated by wilted, flabby, yellow, or tough
leaves. Such plants may prove to be generally wasty.
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EGGPLANTS
QUALITY

Heavy, firm eggplants free
color are the most desirable.

from blemish and of

a

uniform dark

Age, poor handling, keeping too long, or picking too soon, will
cause eggplants to be wilted, shriveled, soft, or flabby. Such stock
is not desirable; it is often bitter and usually of poor flavor.
Worm injury can easily be seenj it seldom is so deep that it cannot
be trimmed out, but badly injured stock is wasty.
Decay appears as dark-brown spots on the surface. Eggplants
so spotted are wasty and frequently become a total loss in a few
days.
GARLIC

A

formed by a varying number of bulbils or cloves
skin or sheath and all enclosed in an outer
skin or sheath. In an occasional bulb the outer skin is split and the
These bulbs are called " splits " or
cloves are somewhat split.
each

garlic bulb

m

its

is

own papery

" doubles."
From the consumer's view point they are not objectionable provided the individual cloves are plump and uninjured.
Garlic IS marketed like onions—loose with the tops removed, or
with the tops attached and plaited in strings of 60 or 100 bulbs to
the string. There are two sorts of garlic, red and white.

QUALITY

Sound, plump cloves of garlic with the outer skin or sheath unbroken are the most desirable. Such cloves are usually found in
garlic bulbs that are clean, compact, and well cured that is, dry
but not soft or spongy and with the outer skin intact.
Soft or spongy garlic is undesirable. It may have begun to sprout
or may have been otherwise injured. A split or broken skin of a clove
may also be an indication of sprouting.
Dirty bulbs should be avoided for the dirt may conceal defects.
Decay when present may appear in the form of mold, dry rot,
or soft rot. Dry rot usually causes shrinking and shriveling and
usually starts at the top of the bulb, working downward until the
whole bulb is reduced to a dark powdery mass.

—

GREENS

Beet tops, broccoli, chard, chicory, collards, cress, dandelions,
endive, escarole, kale, mustard, sorrel, spinach, and turnip tops are
the most common of the leafy type of vegetables used tor greens
found in the markets. Other types or forms of leaf crops used as
greens are appearing in our markets from time to time.
Some
greens are more common in certain markets than others, but all
are usually available in most markets at some time during the year.
All are usually prepared and used in the same way as spmachi
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QUAUTT

good quality must be fresh, young, green, and
leaves of any of the leaiy vegetables to be
greens which are poorly developed, injured by insects or

Grreens to be of
tender.
Plants or

used as

show

excessive dirt, coarse stems, dry or yellowish leaves, are usually
lacking in quality and are wasty.
Flabby and wilted plants or leaves indicate age or some form of
damage. Such greens are not in good condition sometimes by trimming and placing them in water their freshness may be restored, but
trimming may not always be economical. In almost any greens the
presence of seed stems indicates age and toughness,
;

KALE

QUAUTT

Kale of good quality is usually of
and has a fresh appearance.

a dark- or bluish-green color,

clean,

Some kale has a bronzed or brownish appearance. Such kale is
not attractive but the flavor is usually not harmed, as the condition
is probably brought about by cold weather during the growing
period.

Plants with wilted and yellow leaves should be avoided unless they
can be trimmed without too much waste.

LETTUCE

Four types of lettuce appear in the markets The crisp head, the
butter head, cos or romaine, and leaf lettuce. The crisp-head type
is most popular; most of the market lettuce of this type is of the
New York variety, erroneously called Iceberg. The butter-head type
The
is largely represented by Big Boston and White Big Boston.
crisp-head type of lettuce is firmer and is usually larger and crisper
than the butter-head type. The latter has a greener, smoother leaf
than the crisp-head type.
Cos or romaine is distinguished, from the other types by its cylindrical or definitely elongated head, its coarser leaf, and its stronger
:

flavor.

Leaf lettuce, as its name implies, does not head, has either a
curled or a somewhat smooth leaf, and has a crisp texture.

much

QUAUTT

Head

lettuce to be of good quality should be fresh, crisp, tender,
fairly firm to hard.
It should be free from decay, and should
not have an excess of outer or wrapper leaves.
Occasionally lettuce that has well-developed seexi stems is found
on the markets. Usually such lettuce has a bitter flavor and is

and

wasty.
seed stem that is objectionable although it has not burst through
the head can usually be detected by wide spaces between the outer
leaves at their base and a knoblike swelling protruding beyond the
normal contour of the head- The swelling is usually at the top but

A
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may

be at the side of the head; if pressure is applied at this point
a hard core will be felt.
In some types this condition is frequently accompanied by a purplish tinge on the outer edges of the leaves.
Dead or discolored areas on the outer leaves may be an indication
of decay. Sometimes a soft rot is found that penetrates the interior
of the head.
Broken, ragged, bruised, or wilted leaves are unattractive but
usually do not affect the quality of the head. Generally these defects
and even decay, if not too severe, may be removed by trimming.
Trimming lettuce to remove defects and to improve its appearance
It is often economical to
is a common practice on all markets.

purchase trimmed lettuce.

MUSTARD

Mustard is used considerably in the South, the supply being
received mainly from local sources. There are several varieties
some of which are very curled at the edges.
QUALITY

Mustard greens should be

fresh, tender, crisp,

and of

a

good green

color.

Wilted, dirty, discolored, or spotted leaves are indications of poor
condition and quality. Mustard with such leaves is usually old and
common indication of age and toughness is the presence
wasty.
of seed stems.
OKRA (GUMBO)

A

QUALITY

Young, tender, fresh, clean pods of smail-to-medium size ranging
from 2 to 4 inches in length usually are of good quality.
Pods that are in good condition, fresh, and tender, vsdll snap easily
when broken, they are easily punctured.
Pods that have passed their prime will present a somewhat dull,
dry appearance. They usually are hard, woody, and fibrous, and the
seeds are hard.
Those that have been held too long are likely to be
shriveled and discolored and generally will have lost their flavor.
There are white and green and long and short varieties, some of
which are more ridged than others. Personal preference will decide
which

is

Okra

is

the best.
sold either by weight or by measure.

ONIONS (DRY)

Two general classes of onions grown in the United States are
found on the markets, the large mild-flavored and the medium-sized
strong-flavored. The former are the Bermuda and the Spanish or
Valencia types and the latter the domestic or American type.
The Bermuda, a flat early type, is found on the market from March
to June.
Usually two varieties are available, the white and the
yellow; occasionally a red sort may be seen. The most popular
sizes are those about 2^ to 2% inches in diameter.
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The Spanish

or Valencia type is a large^ mild, sweet onion which
be either light yellowish brown or white in color. It is usually
globular or may be somewhat oval in shape.
The domestic or late-crop onions are practically all globular and
have yellow, red, or white skins; occasionally brown-skin varieties
are seen.
They are usually good keepers and are found on the marThe white varieties are usually milder in flavor
ket the entire year.
than the others.
Imported onions are to be had during most of the year. The
Spanish are very mild, large in size, oval in shape, have yellow
skins, and sweet flesh.
The Egyptian onion is usually darker in
color and stronger in flavor than the Spanish.
" Boilers " is the term used for domestic and Bermuda-type onions
that range from 1 inch to 1% inches in diameter.
Pickling onions are those that do not exceed 1 inch in diameter.
White varieties of this size are frequently in demand, particularly
in the fall.
Large onions of the Spanish type are sold by the unit; those of
the Bermuda and domestic types are usually sold by weight. Sometimes the pickling sizes are sold by measure.

may

QUAJLITT

Bright, clean, hard, well-shaped, mature onions with dry skins
are usually of good quality.
Onions in which the seed stem has developed are undesirable.
Usually the neck of such stock is thick and a tough woody condition
The tough stem extends from
of the stem or neck is noticeable.
the very base of the bulb, causing much waste.
Decay generally appears as a rot attacking either the outer scales
or the scales in the center of the bulb. It may penetrate the bulb
from the neck to the base. Moisture at the neck is an indication of
decay.
Misshapen onions are sometimes found on the markets. The most
common of these forms are known as " splits " or '' doubles " and
" bottle necks
shape only.

—

terms which are self-explanatory and which refer to
Misshapen onions are objectionable mainly because

'

of wie possible waste

m their preparation

for table use.

ONIONS (GREEN), LEEKS. AND SHALLOTS

The green bunched onions may be any early onion, usually white,
is pulled before maturity, when it has reached the required
The leek, a plant similar to the onion, has broad dark-green
size.
leaves and a straight, thick, white neck about 1 inch or more in
that

diameter. It has an agreeable but not strong flavor and is used
cooked or raw, usually for flavoring. The shallot is a species related
to the onion that grows in oblong clusters which are pulled before
maturity. The mature shallot is used chiefly for flavoring.
The green onions, leeks, and shallots, as they appear on the market
are merely blanched leaf bases or incompletely developed bulbs,
together with the green portions of the leaves. They are usually
The green onion differs from the shallot in that
sold in bunches.
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the onion is somewhat bulbous at the base, whereas the shallot is
The leek, much larger than the shallot,
practically a straight stem.
has a rounded but not a bulbous base.

QUAUTT

Green onions, leeks, and shallots of good quality have green fresh
and medium-sized necks which are weil-blanched for at least
2 or 3 inches from the root and which are young, crisp, and tender.
tops,

Bruised, yellowed, wilted, or otherwise damaged tops are not
and may indicate poor quality or damaged necks. The
wilting and yellowing of the top may indicate age and flabby, tough,
fibrous necks. This condition can be ascertained by puncturing with
the thumb nail and twisting. Bruised tops are unimportant if they
can be trimmed without waste or without spoiling the appearance
attractive

for table use.

PARSLEY
Parsley is on the market at all seasons of the year. Three types
are usually offered for sale; the plain or flat leaf, the curled leaf,
and the Hamburg or turnip-rooted. The whole plant of the Hamburg is used ^the root for flavoring and the top tor garnishing and
flavoring.
Sometimes the foliage of the Hamburg type is cut and marketed
separately; it is usually long stemmed. Parsley is usually sold by
the bunch.

—

QUAUTY
General appearance

is

the factor of quality for parsley.

and free from

It should

and yellowed leaves.
Wilting and yellowing of the leaves denote age or damage; such
damage is sometimes caused by bad handling.
Slightly wilted stock can be revived by placing it in water. Badly
wilted stock is unattractive and practically worthless.
ba bright, green, fresh,

dirt

PARSNIPS

The parsnip is strictly a winter vegetable. Its flavor is not fully
developed until it has been exposed to a temperature near freezing.
It is usually stored after harvest and sold throughout the winter and
early spring. It is customary to wash the stock before selling it,
QTJAUTT

Smooth, firm, well-shaped parsnips of small to medium size are
generally of the best quality.
Soft, flabby, or shriveled roots are usually pithy or fibrous. Softness is sometimes an indication of decay, which may appear as a gray
mold or watery soft rot. Woody cores are likely to be found Ib
large, coarse roots.
Misshapen roots are objectionable chiefly because of waste ia
preparation for table.
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PEAS

Peas loose their sweetness and delicate flavor as they mature.
Whatever the stage of maturity of the peas purchased, care should
be taken to see that the maturity is about the same throughout the
lot, to allow for uniformity in cooking.
Peas are sold either by
weight or measure.
QUALITY

Peas of the best quality are young, fresh, tender, and sweet. Qualby the color and condition of the pod, which should

ity is indicated

be bright green, somewhat velvety to the touch, anci fresh in appearance. Some varieties of peas have large pufiy pods that stand
out away from the peas so that they never appear to be well filled
even though the peas are well developed. The pods should be well
to fairly well filled, and the peas contained therein well developed.
Pods of immature peas are usually flat, are dark green in color,
and may have a wilted appearance. Pods that are swollen, of poor
color, or more or less flecked with grayish specks, may oe in an
advanced stage of maturity. The peas may be tough and of poor
flavor.

A yellowish appearance indicates age or damage. Generally peas
with such appearance are poor in flavor or too tough for satisfactory
table use.

Water-soaked pods should be avoided as well as those that show
evidence of mildew for the peas are likely to be wasty and may prove
to be very poor in quality.
PEPPERS

Two

types of peppers are found on our markets, the sweet type
to which the chili or cayenne peppers

and the pungent or hot type,
belong.

Sweet peppers are usually of the bell or bull-nose type. They
are shipped usually when mature but still ^reen in color. They
change from deep-green to a bronze-red or bright-red color as they
continue to mature.
Sweet peppers are offered for sale in both the ^reen and the
shape some
red-colored stages of maturity. The varieties vary
are long and somewhat slender and pointed other are short, chunky,
and wide. The latter are more desirable for stuffing.
The pungent or hot varieties are found on the markets in either
the green or the red stage. They vary from the small chili to the
large sizes approaching the bell type. As a rule they are not so thick
fleshed as the sweet pepper and are generally used in the red stage.
The chili and cayenne peppers are sometimes threaded on strings and
dried before being offered for sale. Sometimes the whole plant is
pulled with peppers attached, is dried, and then sold.

m

—

—

;

QUALITY

Peppers to be of good quality, must be mature, firm, well-shaped,
thick-neshed, and of good color and fresh appearance.
Inmature peppers are usually soft, pliable, thin-fleshed^ and pale
Peppers in which the seeds are undeveloped are immature.
in color.
In mature peppers the seeds are hard.
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A

firm pepper may yield to slight pressure, but it should not be
shriveled, limp, or pliable.
Shriveling or softness may indicate age or immaturity. Peppers
that have been kept too long are usually in this condition and are
often of poor color.
Constricted, crooked, deformed peppers, provided they are of good
quality otherwise, are objectionable only because of their limited
uses and the possibility of waste.
Peppers that have surface blemishes should be examined carefully.
Such stock may prove to be wasty, particularly if the blemish passes
through the fleshy wall.
Sometimes peppers are found on which there is a bleached, discolored area that may be sunken or that may resemble a water-soaked
blister.
Such peppers should be avoided as they decay rapidly.

POTATOES
Potatoes of the same variety may be had as either new or old
stock during the late spring or early summer.
New or early potatoes are dug before they reach full maturity
and are marketed as soon as du^. Because of the slight immaturity
and the warm weather at the time they are dug and shipped, they
will not stand rough handling and are more subject to injury than
are those of the late crop.
The skins are easily broken and often present a feathery appearance.
Potatoes of the late crop are usually more mature when dug. Most
of this crop is stored and shipped during the winter and spring.
Immature late potatoes are not often on the market; they may be
detected by their feathery skins and frequently by a discolored
appearance.
Until a comparatively short time ago washing or brushing dirt
from potatoes was not considered profitable such cleaning is now becoming a commercial practice in some sections, but it adds to the cost
of preparation for market.
QUALITY
;

Potatoes that are sound, smooth, shallow-eyed, and reasonably
clean are usually of good quality.
Potato varieties vary considerably as to shape, size, and color
of the skin, and as to cooking qualities. It is difficult for even the
most experienced buyer to identify them.
mixture of varieties that are not similar as to cooking quality
is undesirable.
It is often economical to buy and cook a small sample
before buying in quantity.
Medium-sized potatoes are usually the most desirable for general
use, but selection on the basis of size should be governed by the use
for which they are intended.
Dirty potatoes are unattractive, but the presence of dirt does not
injure the eating quality.
Wilted, leathery, discolored potatoes should be avoided. They may
have been dug too early or injured by some other means.
Occasionally both new and old potatoes show a green color on
some part of the surface. This condition is known as sunburn. It
is usually caused by long exposure to light which may have occurred

A
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in the field or in storage.
Sunburned potatoes should be avoided
as they usually have a bitter taste that makes them largely inedible.
Potatoes may sometimes have a hollow center known as hollow
heart. The size of the cavity may be very small and cause no appreciable waste; or it may be very large, causing considerable waste
A^nother serious defect known as blackheart is sometimes found
black, often slimy center in the potato. It is usually the result of
poor storage or shipping conditions. Hollow heart and blackheart
are defects that can be detected only by cutting. Hollow heart is
more likely to be found in large potatoes, but it may be present in
potatoes of smaller sizes. Blackheart is very objectionable, particularly in potatoes used for baking.
Potatoes injured by freezing are sometimes found on the market
during the winter. Bad cases are indicated by the potato being wet
and leaky; or when cut across, it may show a black ring just within
the outer surface. In such potatoes the flavor is usually affected, and
the flesh turns dark in cooking.
Decay is one of the most serious defects. It may appear as either
a wet or a dry rot, which may afl'ect both the surface and the interior
Sometimes the decay is so slight that it can be cut away with
flesh.

—

little

waste.

Another defect is caused by wireworms. Affected potatoes show
numerous small perforations which may be so deep as to cause appreciable waste.
In the late spring or early

summer, old potatoes may have a
shriveled appearance, may be soft and spongy, or may even be
sprouted. They are very wasty and may not cook satisfactorily.
Badly formed or misshapen potatoes are sometimes offered for
sale. They should be considered from the standpoint of the possible
quantity of waste in prepariag them for use.
RADISHES
Varieties of radishes vary in color, shape and size, and in the season in which they mature. Most of them mature in the early spring
and summer a few, known as winter radishes, mature in the late fall
and are very large. Some are round and are from 3 to 4 inches in
diameter others are from 4 to 10 inches long and 2 to 3 inches thick.
Winter radishes are either blackish or white in color and are marketed without the tops. As z rule winter radishes are quite pungent
but the flesh is usually very firm, crisp, and of good texture.
;

;

QUALITY

A good radish
mild in flavor.

is

well-formed, smooth, firm, tender, crisp, and

The condition of thf leaves is not always an indication of quality.
While they may be fresh, bright and green the radishes may be
spongy and pungent. They may be wilted and damaged in handling and have a generally poor appearance but the radishes to which
^

they are attached are not at all pithy. If they are coarse, dry, or
yellow the radish may be old or may have been slow in growing.
Old or slow-growing radishes are usually strong in flavor, and
the flesh may be wocSy.
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most undesirable; a slight pressure

will disclose the condition.

RHUBARB

The markets are supplied with both forced rhubarb and fieldgrown rhubarb from local sources. Forced rhubarb is shipped in
considerable quantities from the Pacific Coast States and Michigan.
Field-grown rhubarb is usually dark red and rich in color, with
a coarse deep-green foliage; forced rhubarb is usually of a light
pale-pinkish or reddish color and has yellowish-green foliage which
often the leaves are merely in the formative
is very underdeveloped
Forced rhubarb is on the market in late winter and early
stage.
spring and the field grown during late spring and throughout the

—

summer.

The

leaves are not edible

and are even said to be poisonous.
QUALTTT

Rhubarb of good quality is fresh, firm, crisp, tender, and either
red or pink in color. The stalks should be fairly thick.
Stalks of rhubarb that are well colored usually are well flavored;
but some varieties on some soils show very little color. The younger
stems on which the leaves are not fully grown are usually the most
tender and delicate in flavor.
Stale rhubarb usually has a wilted flabby appearance.
It is
unattractive and may be stringy and of poor flavor when cooked.
Old rhubarb or that which has grown too long before being pulled
may be pithy, tough, and stringy. It is usually very wasty. Tenderness and crispness can be tested by puncturing the stalL
SALSIFY (OYSTER PLANT)

The flavor is said to be improved after the roots have been
exposed to temperature near freezing. The roots are practically the
same color as the parsnip but are much smaller in diameter.
QUALITY

Smooth, firm, well-shaped roots of medium

size are generally of

the best quality.
Soft, flabby, or shriveled roots are usually in poor condition.
are usually pithy or fibrous.
Softness is sometimes an indication of decay which may appear as a gray mold or a soft watery

They
rot.

Woody

cores are likely to be found in large coarse roots.
Misshapen roots are objectionable only because of waste

in

preparation for table.
SPINACH

Spinach is available throughout the year. The supply comes
from many States and is augmented by supplies from local sources.
Texas is the largest shipping State. Considerable quantities also
originate in Virginia and Maryland.
Spinach is sold by weight
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QUAIITT

Well-developed stocky plants with fresh, crisp, clean leaves of

good green color are

best.

Small, straggly, or overgrown stallry plants are often tough.
Bruising and crushing may occur
handling; such spinach is
very wasty.
Plants with yellow leaves, seed stems, or very coarse leaf stems may
be tough and woody. Wilted spinach or that which shows yellowing
should be critically examined. Decay may be present in the form ot
a soft, slimy rot.
SQUASH

m

There are many varieties of both the summer- and winter-type
they vary in color, size, and shape.
Most of the white varieties of the summer type are disk-shaped
and are known as cymlings or pattypans. The yellow varieties are
generally long and crooked-necked and have more or less rough
squash

;

rind, the roughness of the rind usually increasing with age.
The
green or green-striped varieties are usually cylindrical and are
known on some markets as vegetable marrows or Italian vegetable

marrow.
Most of the winter-squash varieties have a dark-green or orangecolored rind, more or less coarse or rough.
QUALITY

Summer squash should be fresh, fairly heavy for the size, free
from blemish, and the rind so tender that it can be very easily
punctured.
Winter squash should be heavy for its size and free from blemish,
and the rind should be hard.
Hard-rind summer squash usually has hard or semihard seeds,
depending on the stage of development. This condition makes this
kind of summer squash undesirable, since for most table uses the
seeds and rind are not discarded. The flesh of hard-rind summer
Soft-rind winter squash is
squash is also likely to be stringy.
usually immature; the flesh may be thin, watery when cooked, and
lack flavor.
Bruised or otherwise injured squash should be examined carefully
for evidence of decay that may have penetrated the flesh.
Winter squash is subject to decay, possibly because of handling and
storage methods. Decay may appear as a watery or water-soaked
area, sometimes covered with a moldlike growth, brown or black in
color. Often the injury can be cut away without undue waste.

SWEETPOTATOES

—

There are two general types of sweetpotatoes ^tiiose having dry,
somewhat mealy flesh when cooked, and those having a moist flesh
and high sugar content. The latter are commonly, but incorrectly,
called yams on the markets.
The most common varieties of the dry type are Big Stem Jersey,
Little Stem Jersey, and Yellow Jersey. These usually have a yellow-
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The moistish fawn-colored skin and a very light yellow flesh.
fleshed varieties have skins that vary from whitish to a reddish color
and flesh that varies from light greenish-yellow to a reddish or
orange tint. The varieties vary in shape, and there is considerable
variation of shape within the varieties. Nancy Hall and Porto Rico
are the most important varieties of this t3^pe.
Sweetpotatoes are shipped either as an early crop or are stored
for use during the winter and therefore are found on the markets
practically throughout the year.
Maturity is of little importance, except that the early crop may
be more readily bruised and skinned than those shipped later in the
season.
Sweetpotatoes are very perishable when abused and are
easily injured by careless handling.
mixture of varieties is not desirable because of the difference
in flavor and color of the flesh and because of the lack of uniformity
in cooking.
QUALITY

A

Good sweetpotatoes are smooth, well-shaped, firm, and of bright
appearance.
The most common defects of sweetpotatoes found upon the markets
are decay, misshape, and growth cracks.
Badly misshapen potatoes and those with growth cracks are undesirable only from the viewpoint of waste in preparation.
Sweetpotatoes affected by decay are objectionable, because the
decay usually spreads rapidly and usually imparts a disagreeable
flavor to the potato even if the decayed portion is removed before
cooking. Decay may appear either as a soft wet rot or as a dry,
shriveled, discolored, sunken area, usually at the ends of the potato,
but it may appear anywhere on the surface. Another form of decay
may appear as greenish (almost black) circular spots, varying from
small to large. At times the spots are irregular occuring in bruised
and injured places.
Sweetpotatoes sometimes are marked with small, dark, clay-colored spots which may unite and form large dark blotches. These
spots are only skin deep and affect the appearance but not the flesh.
Sweetpotatoes that appear damp should be carefully examined they
may have been badly handled or frozen, or decayed specimens
may be present.

—

TOMATOES

Tomatoes that are to be shipped long distances are picked when
^reen but mature enough so that they will ripen properly after
arriving at their destination.
Such tomatoes have a dark, clear,
shiny green body color, and the blossom end usually has a white
or yellowish cast. They are generall}^ firm and have the feel of a

still

polished surface.

Immature fruit usually appears shriveled or is angular in form
and has a whitish-green color.
Tomatoes can now be had throughout the year. In addition to the
supplies received from distant sources, many markets are supplied
with locally grown stock, either greenhouse or field-grown, according
to the season.
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Tomatoes that have been picked green and ripened in the markets
are less juicy than those ripened on the vine; therefore the very best
for fresh table use are to be had from the home-grown crop.
QUAUTY
Good-quality tomatoes are mature, firm but not overripe, fairly
well formed, plump, smooth, of good color, and free from blemish.
There are many defects in tomatoes which are serious only from the
standpoint of waste in preparing for table. Catf aces or scars around
the blossom end are typical of the defects within this class.
Tomatoes that are rough or irregular in shape may not be attractive in appearance; yQt tor certain purposes they can be used with
little waste.
Tomatoes that have been atta>cked by worms are very objectionable,
especially if the worm has bored deeply.
Those having growth cracks will seldom keep long but are fit for

immediate consumption.
Puffy or watery fruit is usually of poor flavor and
Puffy tomatoes are usually angular in shape.

is

wasty.

TURNIPS

Early turnips are usually sold in bunches with the tops attached.
Sometimes the tops are cut back to about 6 or 8 inches. The early
turnips are usually much smaller than those of the late or main
crop, which is marketed with the tops removed.
The early crop is marketed as soon as harvested, but much of the
late crop is stored for shipment during the winter.
Early or new turnips are shipped during the winter months while
the late or winter crop is still on the markets.
QUALITY

Turnips that are smooth, firm, with few leaf scars around the
crown, and with very few fibrous roots at the base are usually of good
quality.

The condition of the tops of bunched turnips is an
The tops should be fresh, green, young, and

indication of
turgid. Yellowed or wilted tops of bunched turnips may indicate damage of
some kind, possibly caused by long keeping. The turnips may be
soft or shriveled. When in this condition they are undesirable as
they may be tough when cooked.
Large, coarse, overgrown turnips, especially those that are light in
weight tor their size, may be tough, woody, pithy, hollow, or strong
in flavor.
quality.

TURNIP TOPS

Turnip leaves are marketed as turnip tops, turnip greens, and
turnip salad.
A Torm of turnip top is sold on some markets as broccoli greens.
It consists of the leaves and seed stems of a variety of turnip growD
oniy for its top which is cut just before the flower buds burst
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QUALITT
leaves of turnips should bo fresh, clean, crisp, and tender to
good quality.
Turnip leaves that are wilted, flabby, coarse, very large, or yellowed should be avoided. They are usually wasty and generally
touffh and stringy.
Careful examination should be made for aphis or plant lice and for

The

be of

decay.

HINTS ON BUYING MELONS
Selection of melons for quality and flavor is not easy; it often
experienced buyer, who at times will have occasion to find fault with his own judgment.
Sweetness and flavor in melons are not fully developed until the
Ripeness in almost all kinds
full-ripe stage of maturity is reached.
of melons is indicated by the softening of the part of the fruit which
surrounds the " eye " or " button " at the blossom end, and which
yields to pressure of the finger. Usually the odor that most melons
diffuse becomes stronger and is most perceptible when the full stage
of ripeness is reached. In some kinds of melons a change of color
No one
to a more or less yellowish tinge is also a sign of ripeness.
indication is infallible. Sometimes one and sometimes a combination of indications must be considered as a guide when selecting
melons for good quality.
tests the skill of the

CANTALOUPES (MUSKMELONS)

Through trade usage " cantaloupe " has become the name applied
muskmelons as grown in this country. Actually cantaloupe is
the name given to melons of a certain group grown mostly in
to

Europe.
Cantaloupes are picked at what are known as " full-slip " and
" half -slip

stages of maturity. Full-slip means the stage of mawhich the fruit separates readily and cleanly from the stem.
At this stage the fruit is considered to be fully ripe. vYhen the melon
is picked at this stage the scar, or point of union to the stem, is
slightly sunken, smooth, and well-calloused.
Half-slip means the
stage of maturity at which only one half the scar is slightly sunken
and the other half is rough. Sometimes a portion of the stem adheres

turity^ at

to the fruit.
Early in the shipping season cantaloupes are picked at the fullslip stage for long-distance shipment, but as the season advances
and the weather becomes warmer the fruit is picked and shipped
when it reaches the half-slip stage.
There are many varieties, but commercially cantaloupes are divided into three groups according to the color of the flesh.
(1) Pink meat. The color of the flesh is orange or pink throughout. The netting is not so heavy as that of either the green or the

salmon

but

usually well-developed over the blossom end.
group are Burrell Gem, Osage, Hearts
of Gold or Hoodoo, and Tip Top. With the exception of Tip Top,
tints,

The leading

is

varieties in the
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and Hearts of Gold, which are slightly oval, the pink-meated m3lons
are elongated and somewhat pointed at both ends.
The flesh is normally greenish near the rind
(2) Salmon tint.
and salmon colored toward the center. Immature melons of this
group have flesh that is almost entirely green, and those of advanced maturit}^ have flesh almost entirely yellow or salmon in tint.
The netting completely covers the melon. The leading varieties
in this group are Pollock 10-25 and Hales Best.
The shape is
usually roundish.
The flesh is normally green from center to
(3) Green meat.
rind. The netting completely covers the melon. The leading variety is Netted Gem or Rocky Ford. The shape is roundish.
QUALITY

Sweetness, fine texture, and flavor of the flesh are factors that
determine quality in cantaloupes; one can expect to find them only
in well-matured melons.
The stage of maturity of a cantaloupe is indicated by the netting or
veining on the surface and the condition of the scar at the stem end.
The netting should be coarse, corky, of grayish color, well developed,
standing out in bold relief and covering the surface to an extent
depending on the commercial class to which the variety may belong.
The dark-green ground color of the rind should be developed to a
lighter shade and may have either a grayish or yellowish tinge.
The scar at the stem end should be slightly sunken and calloused,
a condition which indicates that when the fruit was picked it separated readily and was not cut or gouged from the stem. Cantaloupes
that show these characteristics are usually mature and usually have
developed their full flavor and the distinctive cantaloupe aroma.
A softening of the fruit at the blossom end is a supposed indication of ripeness, but as this softening can be induced by repeated
pressure, too much reliance should not be placed on this test.
Overmature cantaloupes are usually soft, watery, and insipid.
This condition is generally indicated by a very pronounced yellowing of the rind showing through the netting.
Immature cantaloupes have a flesh that is generally hard, tough,
and flavorless. They are usually poorly netted and are sometimes
The surface color showing through the netting is green,
called slick.
and frequently a small part of the stem adheres to the melon.
Bruised cantaloupes are undesirable for the flesh at the bruised
areas is usually soft, watery, and insipid.
Cantaloupes having growth cracks, unless freshly picked for
immediate consumption, are undesirable since the cracks provide
for the easy entrance oi organisms which cause decay and souring
of the flesh.
Flabby or shriveled cantaloupes should be avoided for they lack
flavor and are likely to be fermenting.
Decay is indicated by soft sunken spots on the surface and by mold
or moisture on the stem end.
Surface mold or mildew does not usually affect the edibility of the
fruit except when it has penetrated the rind, which it can do through
broken or injured surfaces.
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GASABA
is a late variety of melon
large, almost globular, but

The Casaba
It

vrine.

is

The rind
the stem end.
lengthwise of the melon.

is

and

usually ripened off the
be somewhat pointed at
rough, and is wrinkled or furrowed
is

may

QUALITY

A Casaba melon of good quality has a soft, creamy white, sweet,
and juicy flesh, without aroma. Only in a ripe melon can such
quality be found.
Ripeness is usually indicated by a yellow color to the rind and a
softening at the blossom end.
Immaturity is indicated by a firmness and whitish-green color of
The flesh of such melons is hard and often practically
the rind.
tasteless.
is in the form of dark, sunken, water-soaked patches
be covered with a mold. The flesh of a melon affected by
not harmed if the decay has not penetrated the rind.

Decay usually
that

may

decay

is

HONEY BALL

The Honey Ball

is

somewhat like the Honeydew melon but

It is a round, slightly netted fruit and
whitish green or gray to a light yellow.
smooth others are more or less netted.

smaller.

may vary in color from a
Some oi these melons are

;

They

are good keepers and can be bought and held for several
days until ripe enough to eat.

QUAUTY

Prime quality Honey Ball melons have a thick green-colored,
sweet fine-flavored flesh with a distinct fine aroma. The rind has a
light-yellowish color and yields slightly to pressure. Frequently
these melons have dark sunken spots on them, indicating the beginning of decay or breakdown. Such melons generally have flesh of
excellent quality and flavor, provided the spots have not penetrated
the rind into the flesh.
Immaturity is generally indicated by the hardness of the melon
and the greenish-white color of the rind. The flesh of such melons
is firm to hard and the flavor poorly developed.
Bruised melons and those with growth cracks should be avoided as
the flesh is likely to be soft and insipid.
Decay is generally indicated by mold or dark, sunken, watery
areas.

HONEYDEW

The Honeydew melons are bluntly oval in shape; they vary somewhat in size. On an average they are about 6 to 8 inches in diameter
and 8 to 10 inches long; they weigh about 6 to 7 pounds. Many are
larger.

The rind

is

firm and usually very smooth but

may

be somewhat

The color is a whitish green, changing to creamy yellow
netted.
when fully ripe. They are long keepers ana may well be bought
before they are fully ripe and held to ripen.
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QUALITY

A

ripe Honeydew melon has a creamy yellow color, and usually
the area around the small scar or button at the blossom end yields
to slight pressure when ripe. Kipeness may also be indicated by a
slight pleasant odor.
Since these melons are usually cut from the
vine before they are fully ripe the condition of the stem affords no
indication of the stage ot maturity.
The flesh of a full-ripe Honeydew is greenish, very juicy, sweet,
and of fine-grained and melting texture.
An immature fruit is firm, often hard, with a whitish-green color;
the flesh is firm to very firm, is not very juicy, and the sweet flavor
is lacking.
Decay appears in the form of sunken water-soaked spots which
may have dark-colored, or pink, or black dots in them. These spots
may be found anywhere on the surface; in advanced stages they
penetrate the rind and enter the flesh, making it soft and sour.

SANTA CLAUS

The Santa Claus or Christmas melon is the latest and best keeper
of the winter melons. It is oblong in shape, usually about 6 or 8
inches in diameter and 12 to 14 inches long. The rind is green, with
broad bands of slight netting. Because of its good keeping qualities,
it can be bought and held until it ripens thoroughly.
QUALITY

A

Santa Claus or Christmas melon of good quality has a thick,
sweet, firm, juicy, light yellowish-green flesh, and a fine aroma.
It does not attain its fine quality until fully ripe.
Eipeness is indicated by a slight yellowing of the rind and a
softening at the blossom end.
Immaturity is indicated by the green color of the rind and a general firmness with no indication of softness at the blossom end.
Decay may be present in the form of sunken water-soaked areas
which may penetrate the rind and affect the flesh.

WATERMELONS

The

larger sized melons are generally preferred because they have
flesh that is free from seed.

more heart or

QUALITY

The

It
essential factor of quality in watermelons is maturity.
often difficult for the experienced buyer to determine the stage
of ripeness without plugging or cutting the melon.
Usually ripe melons of good quality are firm, symmetrical in
shape, fresh and attractive in appearance, and of good color which
may vary from a deep solid green to a gray, according to the variety.
bloom is over the surface of the rind, giving it a somewhat velvety appearance; the lower side of the melon is yellowish
in color.
Generally such melons will have a crisp, sweet, and juicy
tiesh.
Sweetness, nowever, is largely dependent on the variety.
is

A
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ripeness or maturity is the kind of sound
the melon is thumped. It is assumed that the melon
dull hollow sound is heard, and that it is immature
IS ripe
when a ringing sound is emitted. Dependence cannot be placed
on this test since the mature melon may prove to be dead ripe or
"
stale, in which case the flesh is likely to be dry and mealy or " slick
and msipid.
Immature melons usually present a hard, greenish, unripe appearThe underside is usually white or pale green. Overmature
ance.
or dead-ripe melons have a dull, lifeless appearance and feel soft or
springy when pressure is applied with the hand.
Ill-snaped melons are generally found in the smaller sizes; the
quality oi such melons is generally poor.
Worm injury is sometimes found. The external indications are
healed-over punctures on cutting burrows or grooves will be found
extending from the punctures.
Decay occurs at the stem and occasionally may be found on the
blossom end. It may be seen at the stem end as a discoloration and
softening of the stem. This form of decay spreads rapidly, soon
making the melon unfit for use. To prevent the development of this
form of decay many growers paint the freshly cut stems with a bluish
paste made of starch and copper sulphate. At the blossom end
decay appears as a flattened, dry, leathery spot about the size of a
Dark sunken spots, sometimes having a watery apsilver dollar.
pearance, may be found on the body of the melon. This form of
decay does not affect the quality of the flesh, provided it has not
penetrated the rind.
Watermelons sometimes have a hard white streak running lengthwise through the flesh a condition known as " white heart." Such
melons are very undesirable, but there is no way of knowing that
they are so affected without cutting them.
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when a
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The present-day market presents

for the consumer's choice an array

of fresh fruits and vegetables of good quality,

many

merly could be obtained only during the season of

With

the

many

different kinds

from which to

of which for-

local production.

choose,

it is

not sur-

prising that the housewife finds the problem of selection a perplexing
one.

Usually she must buy carefully in order to obtain the be^t pos-

sible value for

every dollar spent.

Many

stor^ emphasize the price

appeal and through their selling methods have encouraged the house-

wife to

make hfer own selection

of the foodstuffs offered for sale. Thig

growing practice requires that the housewife know
tables, if

It

is

fruits

and vege-

economical purchases are to be made.

with the purpose of pointing out to the consumer factors of

quality in

prepared.

fruits

and vegetables that

this

publication has been

